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Title: Night Vision: Owls and Other Voices from Place 

Abstract: Through the form of the literary essay, three distinct voices from place are explored. 

In-place interaction with the barred owl, as well as owl ecology, morphology and 

folklore, form the back bone of the essays. The owl as an icon of the wisdom of 

place is the predominant theme. As counterpoint, human voices, including those 

from late 19" century travelers on the Oregon trail, and, from the same period, 

those of the Pawnee nation and the Hako ceremony, are woven throughout, yielding 

contrasting forms of ecological consciousness. Gregory Bateson’s systemic view of 

wisdom provides a framework for discussing skillful and unskillful modes of 

ecological consciousness. 

Objectives: 

1) Through several months of prolonged observation and study of the barred owl, I hope to gain 

insight from these beings and the landscape which they occupy. 

2) By researching the narratives of mid-19™ and early 20™ century Pawnee Indians and pioneers 

on the Oregon Trail, 1 intend to become more familiar with earlier voices from “place” 

and to illustrate contrasting forms of ecological consciousness. 

3) Ultimately, I wish to illustrate how the wisdom of place may be brought to bear on 

ecologically harmful worldviews. 

Methods and Materials: Prolonged observation, wandering, stalking and research; owl nesting 

boxes, spotting scope, observation blind and digital camera. 

Project Outcome: A booklet consisting of essays and photos.  
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Not only seers and shamans, but scientists 

also, have revealed the capacity of the human spirit to 

know and be informed by its connectedness with other life forms. 

The will to do this is a gift and saving grace. 

Joanna Macy, World as Lover, World as Self 
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Visitation 

We never know, do we, what alchemy happens in the grinding together of accidents, 

plans and chance encounters. For the last two hundred thousand years, Homo sapiens has held 

out hope for gold—or at least insight. Though all manner of recipes have been contemplated, 

hawked and spewed, we keep re-learning that the crucible—the vessel—is not at our command. 

There are too many cooks in the kitchen. 

Several years ago, on April fool’s day, I took a late afternoon bike ride along the wash- 

board roads of rural Douglas County, Kansas—my home. Contrary to popular imagination, this 

tall grass/eastern deciduous ecotone is rife with unevenness. Looking north from our property, 

one can gaze across ten to fifteen miles of bottoms, bluffs, hills and ridges which make up a 

segment of the Kansas (or Kaw) River valley. On this particular day, the redbuds were halfway 

to their zenith, stippling lavender into the grey backdrop of tree trunks and bare limbs. The 

blooms from dense plum thickets were just starting to show, releasing subtle ambrosial 

fragrance. Elm seeds rained down in the wind, collecting in crevices and clogging the gutters. 

After a quarter mile climb into the town of Big Springs—formerly a sizeable watering 

hole on the Oregon Trail—I began the slight descent on U.S. Highway 40 as it leaves the east 

edge of town at the old historic United Church of the Brethren building and parsonage. I had 

seldom ridden this route and was caught unaware as I approached the intersection of 100E, the 

last mile of gravel before home. As I turned left onto the slanting crown of the road, the lionish 

south wind whipped me like a sling shot. Anticipating a skid, I tried, unsuccessfully, to 

disengage from the pedal clips. Rather than taking a major gravel burn, I opted for jumping the 

shallow ditch at the edge of Billy Boisten’s yard. But the jump was half-hearted. When my 

wheels hit the ditch and stuck, I continued sideways at 10 mph until my handlebar, head and 

shoulder met the ground.  
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It does happen, as others have said, that in such moments the reel of the world turns in 

slow motion. Or, more accurately, this is how memory replays the incident—the coach in the 

box seats gets a chance to review a disastrous play. What I recall, after the impact, was the 

spacious silence. Body was center stage and spoke with unusual clarity, all other voices, 

including nearby traffic sounds, hushed. I found myself performing a scan: skull O.K., I think; 

shoulder—achy; hip, knee and ankle—no problem. But something wasn’t right. One hand went 

to my collar bone and felt, mid-shaft, a jagged protrusion beneath the skin. 

After a few minutes, I un-clipped and untangled, got the bike upright and started walking 

home, hugging my right arm to my chest. My neighbor Wayne, sick with emphysema and 

tethered to a portable oxygen canister, happened to be outside on his porch. “What’s the trouble, 

Doug?” “I think I busted my collar bone, Wayne.” “Can I take ya anywhere?” “Oh no, Wayne; 

I'll be fine” Later on, Wayne’s wife, Beverley, chastised me for such bone-headed 

independence. I walked the mile home, and then drove myself to the emergency room. 

~ For several days into the recovery, I came home from work and fell exhausted into the 

recliner. Odd how a small bone like the clavicle can command such respect. One day, around 

3:30 p.m, I woke from my nap, still groggy with codeine. Turning toward the screen door, I 

saw, sitting on a walnut branch over the wood pile, 2 medium sized, brownish-grey and white 

owl with coal black eyes. Our gazes locked for four or five minutes. I’d lived on Spring Creek 

for twelve years and had never seen an owl at this time of day, especially at a place which was so 

open. Irose carefully to get the binoculars. When I returned, she was gone. 

The intense stare of any raptor is riveting. But there was something about this owl’s 

eyes—their huge, serene intelligence—which evoked immediate affinity.  
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Cosmologist Brian Swimme recommends choosing at least one other-than-human species 

to dwell on, to engage its habits, ways and customs as if your life depended upon it (Swimme 7). 

This creature—Ilater I identified her as a barred owl—seemed to offer the invitation. 

* 

The barred owl, so-called because of the lateral, light to medium brown barring on the 

head, neck, wings and tail feathers, inhabits the deciduous and northern boreal forests of the 

eastern half of the United States, plus the southern provinces of Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec 

(Johnsgard 186). The range angles northwest through central Saskatchewan and Alberta and 

pushes well into British Columbia and southeastern Alaska (186). In the last fifty years, the 

national population has increased by 2.6%, expanding into Washington, Oregon and northern 

California (Johnsgard 193). My cousin Curt, a master birder who lives in Seattle, chides me for 

aiding and abetting a species which is displacing the beleaguered spotted owl of the northwest 

old-growth forests. There have been two known cases of interbreeding among these species, the 

offspring of which are called “sparred owls” (Burton 115). “Why not befriend a nice little 

screech owl?” my cousin queries. 

The home range of barred owls—i.e., the area covered by an owl in carrying out the tasks 

of food gathering and mating—is from 500-800 acres, with densities of 0.03 to 1 pair per square 

kilometer (Johnsgard). Territory refers to the area which a pair defends against intrusion by 

members of the same species. For some species like the barred and great horned owls, home 

range and territory are roughly equivalent (Johnsgard 188). In contrast, two dozen barn owls 

will inhabit the same abandoned building, whereas their home range can extend outward for two 

miles (Lynch 65).  
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In general, barred owls tend to be monogamous homebodies; a pair and subsequent 

generations may occupy the same nest and/or territory for up to three decades (Johnsgard 189). 

Life spans of the larger owl species, including the barred, are 15-20 years (Lynch 186). 

Of the four variations or subspecies of the barred owl, by far the most prevalent, and the 

one residing in my neck of the woods, is Strix varia varia (Johnsgard 187). The Genus name 

“Strix,” a term denoting “wood owls,” was coined in 1758 by the Swedish botanist, Carolus 

Linnaeus, who sought to describe and categorize the order in the natural world, “for the greater 

glory of God” (Johnsgard 6, Campbell 429). This was a hundred years before Darwin published 

The Origin of Species. 

Seventy to eighty million years ago, toward the end of the Mesozoic or dinosaur era, a 

branch on the Tree of Life which consisted of nocturnal, predatory birds, underwent a split. One 

group, the Caprimulgiformes—night birds, including nighthawks and whip-poor-wills—dined on 

flying insects (Johnsgard 3). The other, the Strigiformes or owls, preferred meatier fare and 

developed impressive beaks and talons (3). 

The fossil record of owls extends as far back as 60 million years, near the beginning of 

the Cenozoic—the era of mammals—which was inaugurated by a very large visitation, that of an 

asteroid which landed in the Gulf of Mexico and likely caused the dinosaurs’ demise (Flannery 

9). Two families or lineages of owls are traceable: the Tyfonidae or Barn Owls and the Strigidae 

or “Typical Owls” (Johnsgard 5-6). Those with the heart-shaped face and near-white plumage, 

the Barn Owls, are the older of the two families, showing up around 50 million years ago (Lynch 

6). The Strigidae, which contains all of the rest of the owl genera and species—from the tiny elf 

owl weighing in at 1.4 oz. to the 9 1b. Eurasian eagle owl—branched off about 23 million years 

ago during a dry period which saw a global expansion of grasslands and a subsequent increase in 

seed-eating mammals (Lynch 4).  
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As a side note, the Pleistocene epoch (10,000 to 1.8 million years ago), which gave rise to 

proto-humans, saw the emergence of three species of giant barn owls, the fossils of which have 

been found in the Caribbean and Mediterranean (Johnsgard 5). The island of Cuba was home to 

a real bruiser, Ornimegalonyx oteroi. This owl, not much of a flier, apparently had no 

competition from other large predators and was, in essence, the cougar or the wolf of the island. 

One Cuban cave reportedly held the skeletons of 200 small ground sloths (4). 

“Quit your whining son, or I’ll send you out to play with the bird that makes the moon go 

dark.” 

The late Gregory Bateson, son of the famed geneticist William Bateson, grew up in the 

intellectual ferment of Cambridge, England at the onset of the twentieth century. The youngest of 

the three Bateson sons was named after Gregor Mendel, the Austrian monk and scientist whose 

study of pea plant variations led to the “particulate theory of inheritance” —the missing puzzle- 

piece in Darwin’s theory of evolution (Charlton 13, Campbell 255). Childhood, for the Bateson 

brothers, “was an informal but full-time course in...natural science” (David Lipset qtd. in 

Charlton 13). As acquaintances of the Huxley’s and the Whitehead’s, the boys were immersed in 

an atmosphere of philosophical and scientific inquiry. Though the religious demeanor of the 

home was non-theistic, William Bateson regularly read from the Bible at breakfast so that his 

sons “would not grow up to be empty-headed atheists” (Charlton 13). After one brother was 

killed in the war and the second committed suicide, Gregory alone was heir to his father’s 

rigorous hopes and expectations (Charlton 13). 

Bateson’s was a varied career. He obtained a B.A. in natural sciences from St. John’s 

College. After returning from an expedition to the Galapagos Islands, the young man studied 

psychology and then took up anthropology.  
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While doing field work in New Guinea, he met his first wife, the anthropologist Margaret Mead. 

The two married in 1935. Following the war and the atrocities of the bomb, Bateson was drawn 

to the interdisciplinary study of cybernetics or “self-regulating systems” (Charlton 21). Toward 

the end of his life, from 1967 to 1980, he gravitated more and more to the issue of ecology and 

culture. He saw little hope in reversing ecological damage and collapse as long as humans saw 

themselves as separate from nature (Charlton 26). 

In a collection of diverse writings entitled Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Bateson relates 

two mythical stories which reveal how some humans have approached the mystery of branching 

and the emergence of new forms. 

The most familiar story is from the book of Genesis. In it, a “perceiving Entity” performs 

the sorting, dividing or branching function—darkness from light, firmament from water, lizard 

from eucalyptus, barn owl from barred owl (Bateson xxxi). Far from denigrating this 

understanding, Bateson applauds the Genesis writers for their perception of the conundrum, 

“Where does order come from?” (343). It’s “almost eerie” he says, “to note how many of the 

fundamentals and problems of modern science are foreshadowed in the ancient document” (xxx). 

A contrasting myth, says Bateson, comes from the Iatmul of New Guinea. How was dry 

land separated from water? “In the beginning the crocodile Kavwokmali paddled with his front 

legs and with his hind legs; and his paddling kept the mud suspended [un-sorted] in the water” 

until the “cultural hero, Kevembuangga” stabbed the croc with his spear. “After that the mud 

settled [sorting happened] and dry land was formed.” Old Kev “then stamped with his foot on 

the dry land” demonstrating that all was right with the world (xxxi). Never mind the literalists 

who demand, “But where did the cultural hero and the crocodile come from?”  
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It goes without saying that the Iatmul myth corresponds most closely with the modern 

understanding of evolution—that the sorting or branching capacity is inherent in the interactions 

and relationships of dynamic, responsive subjects in dynamic, responsive places. “The unit of 

survival—either in ethics or evolution—is not the organism or the species,” says Bateson, “but 

the largest system or power within which the creature lives,” i.e., place, with all of its countless 

and inscrutable determinants (332). What caused the splitting-off of Strigidae in the early 

Miocene epoch 23 million years ago? Buried within the question itself is a predisposition toward 

linear or too-simple causation. Did the change in habitat—a shift toward grasslands—favor a 

particular variant, e.g., coloration or wing structure, in the barn owl line? Did the explosion of 

small rodents and other mammals, in numbers and/or kind, exert selection pressures on a 

particular beak configuration or digestive capacity? And the grasslands themselves rode in on an 

era of aridity—a global climate alteration stimulated by solar radiation cycles or who-knows- 

what influences (Lynch 4). This is starting to sound like the old nursery rhyme, “the house that 

Jack built.” The causality, to our chagrin, is not simple; it’s multidimensional, an intricate and 

mostly untraceable web of interconnections—a system—which is manifest as a tangible, peculiar 

place. 

In the long spatio-temporal view, the place makes the barred owl and the barred owl, in 

turn, makes the place. Of course the same is true for the human, as we are, at length, becoming 

aware (“re-aware” may be more accurate). 

To describe branching in such a sweeping way might rouse the ire of the evolutionary 

biologist. Her language would sound something like this: a population or group of individuals of 

the same species becomes reproductively isolated. This can happen geographically (e.g. when a 

population is divided by a mountain range or a large canyon) or for other reasons such as a 

genetic mutation or extreme mating preferences on the part of females (Campbell 475).  
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Over time, selection pressures from the environment act upon individual variations within these 

separated kin, accentuating differences to such an extent that interbreeding is impractical or 

impossible. A new twig sprouts. 

In the winter and spring of 2009, the Turtle Island String Quartet and the University of 

Kansas dance, music and theater departments engaged in a collaborative work centering upon the 

topic of evolution. The resulting production, “The Tree of Life,” was performed in April of the 

same year. 

My friends Muriel and Patrick, dance professors at the University of Kansas, 

choreographed the dance portion of the program. As members of the artist team, they attended a 

semester long interdisciplinary colloquium which was part of a larger, campus-wide exploration 

of the topic of evolution. Presenters at the colloquium were primarily from disciplines in science 

and the humanities. Muriel says that “there was sometimes a tension between those in science 

and those in the humanities. It wasn’t really a substantial disagreement but rather a different 

intuition.” The language gap between the mytho-poetic and empirical voices went unresolved 

and undefined. At the time, Muriel commented that the real challenge consisted in “animating 

the scientific story” (Cohan). 

Prior to my encounter after the crash, I knew the barred owl primarily through its 

resonant, bassoon-like call. The low pitch carries effectively through vegetation, aiding in the 

defense of larger territories (Johnsgard 31). On still evenings, particularly in the spring and fall, 

the banks of Spring Creek echo with the characteristic refrain, “Who-cooks-for you? Who- 

cooks-for-you-t00?” In addition, pairs of barred owls often engage in raucous duets referred to 

as “caterwauling” (Johnsgard 188).  
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When I first heard a duet, it sounded like a banana dispute between two bands of chimpanzees— 

a “loud and prolonged outburst of maniacal cackling, laughing and whooping” (Johnsgard 188). 

My friend and neighbor, Rich, a longtime woodsman, claims that the duets signal copulation. 

Such is the case with great horned owls; however, some authors report that barred owl 

caterwauling may accompany the capturing of large prey (Lynch 151, Johnsgard 188). 

My late grandmother Tinsley told the story of when, at the age of 4 or 5, I first heard a 

“hoot owl” while spending the night in her rural farmhouse in Eldorado, Kansas. The dear 

woman took endless pleasure in describing my reaction: “Bless his little heart,” she exclaimed, 

“his eyes were big as saucers!” 

Things which hoot, bump, growl, howl, and scream in the night are magnets which attract 

our worst fears and insecurities. And this tendency, to be sure, is not always baseless. 

In Pioneer Women: Voices from the Kansas Frontier, Joanna Stratton shares accounts 

from the diaries of women who travelled through or settled in Kansas in the mid- to late 1800s. 

The second part of her book begins with the chapter “Days of Valor: Fighting the Wild.” S.N. 

Hoisington recorded that grey wolves and coyotes were abundant in 1872 and 1873 (80). A 

neighbor of the Hoisington’s, Mrs. Johnson, lived by herself because her husband had gone to 

the town of Salina to find work. S.N. and her mother offered solace and company: 

Mother tried to cheer her up, but she continued to worry until she got bed fast with 

the fever. At night she was frightened because the wolves would scratch at the door, 

on the sod and on the windows, so my mother and I started to sit up nights with her. 

I would bring my revolver and ammunition and axe, and some good-sized clubs.  
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The odor from the sick woman seemed to attract the wolves, and they grew bolder 

and bolder. I would step out, fire off the revolver and they would settle back for a 

while when they would start a new attack. 1 shot one through the window and I found 

him lying dead in the morning. 

Finally, the woman died.... Father took some wide boards that we had in our loft 

and made a coffin for her.... After that the wolves were more determined than ever to 

get in. One got his head in between the door casing and as he was trying to wiggle 

through, mother struck him in the head with an axe and killed him. I shot one coming 

through the window.... Their howling was awful. We fought these wolves five nights 

in succession, during which time we killed and wounded four grey wolves and two 

coyotes. 

When Mr. Johnson arrived home and found his wife dead and his house badly 

torn down by wolves he fainted away.... After the funeral he sold out and moved 

away (Stratton 80-81). 

Perhaps we can give some slack to naturalist Aldo Leopold and comrades who, in the 

first half of the 20™ century, killed a mother wolf and her pups. Nowadays, safe behind 

deadbolts and double-paned glass, it’s easy to romanticize the “green fire” (Leopold 130). But 

still it burns—wondrous, hot and untameable. 

Commonly though, a harmless being gets pegged as scapegoat and becomes a kind of 

inflated symbol—a Halloween caricature. 

Just after the civil war, a young United Brethren minister, Reverend Horace D. Herr, 

came to the Big Springs vicinity after completing seminary in the east. He resided in Lecompton, 

the first territorial capital of Kansas and, a few years earlier, the center of a tug-of-war between 

slave and free-state advocates (Spencer 1).  
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In his memoir, Herr waxes eloquent about this unfamiliar wilderness: “Each morning Nature 

emerged from the mists of the night fair and fresh, and bright with millions of shimmering dew 

drops... The sky was bluer than Italy’s in the day time, and as bright with stars in the night as 

were the heavens into which with wrapt [sic] attention the Magian astrologers gazed....And the 

sunrise and sunset scenes! They were never surpassed on land or sea” (Herr 9). But when Herr 

describes the site of a never-finished Catholic church in Lecompton, he reveals a common 

disposition toward owls: “feathered worshippers found for years places for their homes in crack 

and niche and hollow made by loosened and outfallen stones. Matin, mass, vespers never within 

those walls were heard, save from the musical throat of the wren, the bluebird and the 

whipperwill [sic], or when uttered by the hoarse and hideous hoot of the horned owl” (3). 

The alliteration, at least, is catchy. 

In myth and literature, owls are frequently associated with death, evil and misfortune. 

“Hark!” intones Lady Macbeth, Shakespeare’s obsessive hand washer; “It was the owl that 

shriek’d, the fatal bellman which gives the stern’st goodnight” (qtd. in Burton, 18). And it’s not 

only Europeans who imagined such specters. The same holds true for many first nations peoples 

in North America, as this Pima song relates: “There came a grey owl at sunset / there came a 

grey owl at sunset / Hooting softly around me, / He brought terror to my heart” (Johngard 56). 

* 

Last September, I took a two month leave from work so that I could devote more 

attention to the owls that live along Spring Creek—a tributary of the Kansas River which runs 

north of our home. The timbered, riparian habitat snakes like an artery through the limestone 

bedrock, croplands and fields of the Greenwood Valley. 

I began my owl engagement with high enthusiasm. I had purchased a small tent made of 

mosquito netting from which I supposed that I could watch the full gamut of owl antics.  
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The first day, before sunrise, I moved my portable observation post to the cover of some lilac 

bushes, zipped myself inside and waited. Nothing. No calls, no sightings. It had seemed like a 

good idea at the time, but the mosquito netting, in dim light, obscured all but the gross outlines 

of trees. Within it, I couldn’t tell the neighbor’s dog from a pair of wild turkeys. 

For the next several mornings, I crouched and hid in the buck brush; I tip-toed along the 

borders of the creek, threading my way through exposed tree roots, poison ivy and parasitic 

vines. I heard or saw nothing of the icons of the night. 

* 

September 5", four days into the search, I'm at the stove stir-frying fall vegetables. 

“Hmm...more thyme.” My wife, on the phone with a colleague, rushes into the kitchen, wildly 

pantomiming the word “OWL” and pointing to the window. I go to the deck and scan the trees 

bordering the west side of the creek. Can’t see a thing. Shirley hangs up the phone and comes 

outside: “He came from nowhere, right above my head! He’s in that tree, right there!” 1 still 

can’t see the fellow. “There!!” she points. I descend the deck steps to get closer and finally spot 

the oval form, perched on the horizontal limb of a walnut tree, about eight inches from the trunk. 

The lichens on the vertical bark and the bars on the owl’s tail and back make almost 

indistinguishable patterns. He’s facing east, away from us, but looking intently to the south. In a 

few moments, I’ve backed up the steps, retrieved the binoculars and am taking cover behind the 

corner of the house. Aware of being viewed, the owl turns his head a full 180 degrees to look at 

me, seemingly unperturbed. There’s the gaze again. When he blinks, I’m struck by a kind of 

human quality. The facial discs, the large ovals that surround his eyes, accentuate the already 

disproportionately large orbs. He turns his head back toward the east for a moment, then returns 

to the 180 position, flexes to his tail feathers, and nudges his beak along the preening gland at the 

base of the tail.  
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He grooms his feathers, distributing a waxy oil which keeps the plumage supple, water resistant 

and free of bacteria and fungi (Lynch 20). Imagine turning your head and looking directly 

behind you, then bending your neck forward—or is it “backward”—to reach down and bite your 

own rear end. Then realize that an owl can turn yet another 90 degrees—a full 270 degrees of 

rotation. 

When I asked an Iranian friend, who was raised in Turkey, if she had any owl stories, she 

said that, as a child of eight, while playing in a large, walled garden, an owl sat directly above 

her in a tree. She recalls walking around the entire circumference of the tree, the owl following 

her, without a change in body position. “I wondered if the head could just keep turning and 

turning,” she said. 

When my owl had finished preening, he vacated the perch. After supper, I returned to the 

viewing spot. Two owls took off, one heading north down the creek, the other straight east. Just 

before dark, one of the owls—the smaller of the two—returned to the same perch, facing me 

directly, before retreating to the dim shelter of the creek. Given the territorial consistency of the 

barred owl, this may have been the same visitor from around the time of the bike episode, but I 

couldn’t be sure. 

The following day brought more surprises. It was overcast; the outer remnants of a Gulf 

hurricane spit down a steady light rain. I had given up on seeing any owl activity. Around 7:00 

p.m. it was Shirley who again alerted me: “Hey! Your owl’s outside the window.” There was 

the smaller owl, perched on the branch of a slippery elm, within forty feet of the house. At one 

point, the bird flew briefly out of sight, and then returned to the branch, working its beak, 

downing one of the first hors d’oeuvres of the evening. Several times, it fell to the ground with 

outspread wings, a maneuver called “mantling” which prevents prey from fleeing.  
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During one episode, the owl flew to the ground and appeared to be listening intently. He then 

buried his face in the soil and dug frantically with his beak. He returned to the elm, face covered 

with dirt, an earth worm dangling from his mouth. From this point on, I called this owl Dirty 

Harry. I presumed him to be a male because he looked to be the smaller of the pair. 

Most of the larger owl species exhibit reversed sexual dimorphism—the females are up to 

40 % larger; presumably, such differences allow the male greater maneuverability in hunting and 

the female an added advantage in incubating eggs and protecting the nest (Lynch 163-165). 

* 

Harry went A.W.O.L. for about ten days. Hoping to find a roosting site and a potential 

nest, I wandered the creek and hiked the adjacent upland oak and hickory groves, picking off 

ticks as I went, and calling out with inept “Who-cooks-for-you?” imitations. No luck. Then, for 

a couple of evenings, Harry showed up around supper time, gracing us with his crash-and-mantle 

show. Following one free-fall, he returned to the elm branch with a small ring-neck snake. 

“How’s he going to handle this?” I thought. But he took the twisting delicacy to the privacy of 

the forest. 

Owls are “opportunistic foragers”—they’ll eat what’s available, usually voles, mice, 

shrews, moles, small reptiles, fish, birds and some invertebrates (Johnsgard 189). Generally, 

they swallow their prey whole. The first stomach chamber, the proventriculus, does the chemical 

work by way of acid and digestive enzymes. The second chamber is muscular and performs the 

function of churning and pulverizing food. From this chamber, liquid nutrients flow to the small 

intestine; indigestible hair and bones are squeezed into a compact pellet which later gets 

regurgitated (Lynch 105-106).  
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One chilly February afternoon, I happened on to a small owl—probably Harry—who was 

perched on a hickory limb overhanging the creek. I sat down on the roadside and watched him 

for a good half hour. At one point, he turned his head to the side and, with little effort, spit 

something from his mouth. The next day, I returned, hoping to find my first pellet. Directly 

beneath the branch was a spattering of white wash—excretions from the intestinal tract and 

kidneys which exit via the cloaca (Lynch 151). I reasoned that a pellet ought to be about 10-12 

inches away from the whitewash. I meticulously cleared and probed the deep leaf litter and 

underlying soil until my back cried uncle. As I stood erect, ready to give up, my eyes fell on a 

small copper-colored wad lying atop the dry leaves. Immediately, I recognized the antenna and 

fragments of the crunchy exoskeleton of a crayfish. 

An owl can cough up 1-2 pellets a day, 7-22 hours after a meal (Lynch 107). The 

crayfish pellet was only about 2-3 centimeters long and 1 centimeter in diameter. I’ve since 

found larger pellets, 4x6 centimeter clods of hair with the protruding jawbones, femurs and tibias 

of a rodent. In comparison, a snowy owl pellet can be up to six inches long and an inch in 

diameter (Lynch 106). 

For the most part, barred owls are nocturnal hunters, though they will engage in daytime 

foraging to feed a newly hatched brood (Johnsgard 190). This night-time prowess is part of the 

owl mystique. 

If, in the twilight or pre-dawn hours, you’ve ever experienced an owl fly-by, you can’t 

help but remark at how the stealthy raptor cuts the air in complete silence. Wing loading—a 

measure of body weight divided by wing surface area—is quite low for owls. In other words, 

they have very large wings composed of light weight bones and relatively small bodies (Lynch 

12).  
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Wing loading in owls runs from 0.05 to 0.13 ounces per square inch, compared to 2.5 ounces per 

square inch in the case of the common loon. This enables an owl to glide for significant intervals 

without stalling (Lynch 12). Also, the forward edges of the wing feathers, rather than being 

smooth, are serrated; this creates micro interruptions in air flow which decrease turbulence noise 

(Lawrence 14). Lastly, in many nocturnal owl species, ultra-fine down between wing feathers 

decreases the friction and sound as feathers slide past one another (Lynch 13). Frequently, I’ve 

found such down on the ground or suspended on brush beneath perching sites. 

The benefit of silent flight obviously prevents prey from detecting the approaching owl. 

More importantly, it augments the owl’s ability to hear the minute sounds of small prey (Lynch 

13). 

* 

The subject of owl hearing is complex. The facial discs, the oval feather pattern around 

the eyes, actually funnel sound to the ear openings, just as do the comical appendages on the 

sides of our heads (Burton 10). Small, stiff feathers at the edges of the discs, toward the ear 

openings, are moveable, enabling the owl to inspect different aspects of the sound-scape, just as 

a fox or coyote can direct its ear flaps independently toward sounds (Burton 33). The facial discs 

amplify sounds ten-fold, effectively lowering the hearing threshold for owls to a level that is 25 

decibels below that of other birds, a 300-fold difference (Lynch 43, 44). Understandably, one 

might guess that the hearing threshold or sensitivity measure for owls is lower than humans. 

Graham Martin, professor at the University of Birmingham, England, a long time student of the 

auditory and visual sensitivity of owls, concludes that there is “relatively little difference.” He’s 

of the opinion that sensitivity in both owls and humans may be at a physiological limit, i.e. it’s as 

good as it can get (Lynch 43).  
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In terms of frequency range, humans detect variations from 40 to 20,000 hertz; owls, 

from 500-8000 hertz. Birds in general have a range from 30 to 10,000 hertz while bats and 

rodents can hear frequencies in the 80,000 to 100,000 hertz range. The frequency advantage of 

mammals over birds owes to a spiral cochlea—the hearing organ—in the former, instead of a 

straight one in the case avians (Lynch 37-38). 

The most difficult-to-understand parameter of hearing is sound localization. Amazingly, 

we can actually detect a lag in the time it takes sound to reach one ear as opposed to the other. If 

the sound comes at us head on, it reaches each ear simultaneously; there’s no time lag. If the 

source is located on our right, the right ear picks it up a fraction earlier than the left. Similarly, if 

a perceived sound is louder in our right ear than our left, we presume the object is on our right. 

If we turn toward the sound source so that it’s directly in front of us, the loudness in each ear will 

be equal. This fine tuning allows humans to locate a sound in the horizontal plane to an accuracy 

of one degree (Lynch 43). Vertical location is trickier—we’re accurate within two degrees (43). 

When you compare the head width of owls with other birds, owls win by a landslide. 

This means a greater distance between ears and a greater potential time lag between each ear’s 

reception. As you might guess, in terms of locating a sound, this puts owls at an advantage over 

other birds (Lynch 44). 

To add more mud to the water, one third of the world’s owls demonstrate ear asymmetry, 

i.e. one ear is slightly higher or oriented differently than the other. In some, the differences 

involve only the soft tissues of the ear. This is true for barn owls; however, three North 

American species—the boreal, the saw-whet and the great gray—show asymmetry of the bony 

ear openings in the skull. The right is higher and aimed upward, the left points downward 

(Lynch 44). The speculation is that this asymmetry aids in vertical pinpointing when the sound 

source is directly in front of the owl (45).  
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For the same reason, some species of owls tilt their heads when listening for prey, some as much 

as 90 degrees (45). 

So if the sensitivity measure for humans and owls is nearly equal and the frequency range 

much wider for the human, what about this final parameter of localization? In 1978, Knudson 

and Konishi determined that, for a specially trained barn owl, the pinpointing accuracy was 

within two degrees in the horizontal plane and four degrees in the vertical—less accurate than a 

normal human. 

The book on owl hearing is no doubt, still open. But one has to wonder: if the hearing 

modalities themselves are roughly equal to or slightly less than ours, perhaps owl brains do more 

with the information. Konishi’s work suggests as much. He found that the auditory area of a 

barn owl’s brain was “much larger” than other birds (Johnsgard 28). He also found that these 

auditory brain cells conformed “spatially with the area in the bird’s external environment that it 

is interpreting; thus, the brain of the owl represents a kind of three-dimensional map of its 

environmental acoustic space” (28). 

Good heavens—a three dimensional neural-acoustic map of place. In those Pleistocene 

days when our forbearers shared the landscape with Ornimegalonyx oteroi, the owl that could eat 

the toddler or the dog, did we have more complex neural maps? Was our sensual engagement 

with place so honed by the necessity of survival, by raw, minute by minute engagement, that we 

actually had different brains—more “of” the world than “in” it? 

* 

Owl vision, a subject which has piqued human interest for millennia, is even more 

renowned than hearing. From Roman times into the late Middle Ages, owl eyes were consumed 

for their presumed medicinal or magical benefits (Johnsgard 55).  
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Regrettably, dried owl eyes, even today, bring up to $200 per pair in North America and up to 

$1000 a piece in Asia (Lawrence 11). 

Frequent comparisons of owl eyes to those of humans are understandable. Like humans 

and unlike most other birds, owl eyes are directed forward. They are also extremely large. In 

barred owls, eyes comprise 1.8% of total body weight compared to .08% for humans (Lynch 50). 

Proportionally, if our eyes were as big as the barred owl’s, they’d be the size of Texas 

grapefruits. Owl pupils are also proportionally larger, taking in up to 2.7 times more light than a 

human pupil (Lynch 53). 

Unlike human eyes, which are round, owl eyes are oblong. This comparatively long focal 

length is the equivalent of a telephoto lens; the image cast on the retina is large. With this, 

however, comes a shrinking of the total visual field, i.e. loss of wide angle function (Lynch 50). 

Also, tubular eyes cannot rotate in the socket; they can only point straight ahead. This explains 

why owls have to turn their heads to look at anything not directly in front of them (Lynch 51). 

The remaining visual determinant is retinal sensitivity. It’s commonly known that owl 

retinas contain a higher ratio of rods to cones, rods being the cells which are sensitive to dim 

light, cones the ones that are responsible for high resolution, color images (Lynch 49). Graham 

Martin determined that the higher incidence of rods may account for as much as two to three 

times the sensitivity of the average human; however, since the visual sensitivity of humans 

straddles a five-fold range, the retinal sensitivity of owls and humans may be closer than once 

thought (Lynch 52). 

Bottom line: human daytime vision is about five times that of the most studied owl; the 

night visual sensitivity of owls may exceed ours by two to three times—significant but not 

dramatic (Lynch 53-54). As in the case of auditory acuity, we again have to wonder if owls are 

better able to exploit a relatively similar amount of sensory information.  
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Graham Martin, the owl sensory specialist, believes this is so. Martin groups three owl 

behaviors together into what he calls the “nocturnal syndrome” (Lynch 56). Night hunting in a 

timbered environment—behavior one—tends to go along with strong territoriality and prolonged 

habitation—behavior two. Martin reasons that, like a blind person, these owls hang around long 

enough to develop a detailed spatial memory of their place, enabling them to avoid mishaps with 

tree trunks. Finally, if you’re going to be a home body, you’ll have to get along by opportunistic 

foraging—behavior three—and eat what the neighborhood provides in a given season, be it bugs, 

birds, rodents, snakes, crayfish, or worms. 

After reviewing the information on visual and auditory acuity, Wayne Lynch concludes 

that “Owls are not endowed with a supernatural set of senses far superior to those of humans” 

(56). Honestly, I'm disappointed. 

In a more literal sense than we can imagine, Dirty Harry has Spring Creek not “on the 

brain” but in the brain. His careful attention to the cues, languages and signals—feedback—from 

the landscape enables his thriving. If his little asymmetric ears were stuffed with the buds of an 

MP-3 player; if in the evenings he preferred “Survivor” re-runs, or even “Wild Nature,” to the 

quiet study of the field’s edge, his highly developed neural map of place would atrophy. In time, 

Harry would be one dead owl. 

Humans, through intention, choose what feedback they will attend to. We wouldn’t want 

it any other way. Those who can’t do this, i.e., those who perceive all sensory input as equally 

important, unable to pull out the “necessary” from the “noise,” are deemed mental ill or learning 

disabled. The prickly issue is how to discern the “necessary” from the “noise.”  
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Though his language is obtuse, Gregory Bateson articulates this enduring human 

dilemma: 

On the one hand, we have the systemic nature of the individual human being, the 

systemic nature of the culture in which he lives, and the systemic nature of the 

biological, ecological system around him; and, on the other hand, the curious 

twist in the systemic nature of the individual man whereby consciousness is, almost 

of necessity, blinded to the systemic nature of the man himself. 

Purposive consciousness pulls out, from the total mind, sequences which do 

not have the loop structure which is characteristic of the whole systemic structure. 

If you follow the “common-sense” dictates of [purposive] consciousness you 

become, effectively, greedy and unwise...(Bateson 440). 

In other words, depending upon our purposes or intentions, we are liable to miss or 

ignore vital feedback, to our own peril as well as that of the larger system which forms, holds 

and sustains us. Human induced climate change is one case in point. And there are too many 

others to mention. 

* 

Lilith, the Mesopotamian goddess of death who appears on a 4000 year-old Sumerian 

tablet, may have been the precursor to the Greek goddess of wisdom, Athene (Johnsgard 6). The 

imposing figure is decked out in a helmet of horns and surrounded by a flock of owls. 

Alternatively, Athene may have derived from a “pre-Hellenic rock-goddess” from western 

Turkey (Johnsgard 54). The owls inhabiting the rocky landscape of the Acropolis came to be 

seen as manifesting her presence (Johnsgard 54). Regardless of origins, the wise warrior- 

goddess had the presumed gift of night vision, along with her mascots (6).  
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The Pawnee, a people who resided for centuries in north central Kansas and south central 

Nebraska, included the owl in a five day ceremony referred to as the Hako (Fletcher 2). In this 

ceremony, the owl was revered for its nocturnal keenness: “Put me on the feathered stem, for I 

have power to help the Children. The night season is mine. I wake when others sleep. I can see 

in the darkness and discern coming danger” (Fletcher 176). 

The range of owl associations in myth and folklore begs the question: What do death, 

night vision, foreboding and wisdom have to do with one another? I can only hazard a guess, but 

the owl seems to represent a capacity to attend to information which lies somewhat obscured in 

dark or troubled circumstances. Such capacity has come to be associated with wisdom. Few 

would deny that death remains, for many humans, a night which is impenetrable, the avoidance 

and dread of which causes continual suffering and destruction in both the human and other-than- 

human realms. 

In the widening cultural divide of the last thirty years, the notion of wisdom has been 

wrung dry. What one cohort calls “wise” is deemed as “elitism” or “fundamentalism” by 

another. The high trump card in the cultural, global dialogue of the last decades of the 20™ 

century has been the supposed “wisdom” of an unregulated market fueled by subsidy, inequity 

and unsustainable growth. When scientific voices warned of an approaching bottleneck, the 

corporate and Executive Branch alliance charged that such reports were naive, pessimistic, or 

products of “special interests.” 

Is the word “wisdom” retrievable in this first decade of the third millennium; or, is it 

ready for the taxidermist and the museum shelf—a quaint idea belonging to a simpler day?  
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Contours of Consciousness 

In the one and a half months following Harry’s showings of mid September, my 

intentions to engage with barred owls were frustrated. Harry and his mate ventured to other parts 

of their territory. Accordingly, I widened my dusk and dawn explorations of Spring Creek and 

the Greenwood Valley. As the days shortened and the chigger population waned, I wanted badly 

to find a roosting area which might give a clue to a nesting site come early winter. 

One evening in mid-October, anticipating a full moon, I pitched a tent in a small pasture 

on the east side of Spring Creek, intending to spend the night and hoping to observe some owls 

at work near the field’s edge. By the time Earth rolled into shadow, I had parked a lawn chair 

amidst the pungent boughs of a juniper tree. There was no moon yet, but Jupiter glowed, blue 

and bright, high in southeast sky. After sitting for thirty minutes, eyes and ears peeled, I 

succumbed to trying my feeble barred owl call. On a couple of occasions in the past, I managed 

to attract a curious owl in this way. Later on, I learned from a wildlife biologist that this is not 

always a great idea unless you were really good. He suggested that a poor call, used too often, 

could confuse and frustrate the owls, perhaps driving them away. 

Not surprisingly, my call brought no response. It was totally dark by now and my feet 

were freezing, especially the one that slipped from the stepping stone when I crossed the creek. 

The warm living room beckoned. I was about to get up when I heard, over my left shoulder, a 

robust “Who-cooks-for-you? Who-cooks-for-you-too?” Immediately, about thirty yards away, 

came a response from another owl. I stayed quiet for a while, then turned slowly, hoping for a 

glimpse. The near owl flew to the vicinity of its kin where they both erupted in a duet. When 

this stopped, I re-positioned the lawn chair and, in doing so, startled several white tailed deer 

who were not more than twenty yards away. They chuffed in alarm and took to the wooded 

ridge, a flurry of hoofs in dry leaves.  
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I left the tent, picked up my chair and made my way down through the pasture and across 

the wobbly rocks of the creek. I had to grin; the observer was the one being observed. And, 

despite senses nearly equivalent to the owls, he didn’t have a clue. 

* 

The next day, thinking that I might better my chances by looking for other territories, I 

loaded the old 79 Toyota long-bed with food and camping equipment and drove to a nearby State 

Park. I arrived around 4:00 p.m. The day was temperate, mid sixties, and the sky exquisitely 

clear. Without unpacking, I embarked on the four mile loop trail which descends through upland 

forest of chinquapin, red oak, and hickory. Moss covered slabs and outcrops of 300 million year 

old Pennsylvanian limestone bend the trail into abrupt angles. The slant, afternoon light fell on 

the season’s last fungal colonies—shy mushrooms in a small niche within the rotting limb of a 

downed shag-bark hickory; sage-colored fungi, shaped like Japanese fans, adorned the trunk of a 

dying oak. About a mile down the trail, when I reached the lake, scores of gulls were policing 

the shore, picking at the remains of mollusks and crayfish, scolding one another with sharp 

shrieks. 

Later that night, with the supper dishes cleaned and put away, I ventured into the dark, 

listening for calls, and hoping to locate some owls, any owls—barred, screech, great horned or 

otherwise. For the most part, I inched my way along without using the light, feeling tree roots 

and boulders through my boots. When I did use the light, the unfamiliar movement of shadows 

caused my gut to contract; the newspaper had recently carried reports of mountain lion sightings. 

Only once, in the far distance, did I hear the call of a barred owl. 

October was coming to a close, as was my owl vacation. I hadn’t a lot to show for my 

two month break.  
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The last morning at the lake was the coldest yet. Frost lined the inside of the topper. I 

finally drug myself out of the sleeping bag at 7:45. The ancient Coleman back-packing stove 

sputtered as I pumped with numbing fingers and littered the picnic table with curled matches. 

After shivering through breakfast, I had to heat my feet over the stove before I could don my 

boots. When I finally got on the trail, it was 9:30 or 10:00, the time when owls take a nap. 

I passed the first mile or so of the trail alternately surveying the tree crowns and the 

ground for roosting sites and scat. Beneath one red oak branch there were copious splotches of 

whitewash, but no pellets. And I couldn’t be sure if this was from an owl, crow, or hawk. I went 

on in this way until the trail opened into a region of flaming sumac and the season’s remaining 

asters. While I paused, relishing the warming air, I heard a splashing sound reminiscent of a 

paddle boat. Crouching and turning toward the commotion, I saw an armada of seven or eight 

American pelicans steaming their way along the shore of this isolated finger of the lake. As they 

slowed, various ones plunged their pumpkin beaks and heads deep into the water for a second or 

two at a time. Every fifth or sixth dive, a head would emerge, shaking off the water and pointing 

skyward as the bulge of a fish slid down the long neck. The birds were close enough that, in the 

morning brightness, I could nearly make out the veins in their translucent pouches. I clicked off 

a few pictures in quick succession until my batteries went dead. With their voluminous chins 

shaking to and fro, the pelicans appeared to be chuckling. As they headed for open water, I sat 

down and pulled out some cheese and crackers. 

It was an unexpected end to my owl sabbatical. 

* 

Whether amateur naturalist or hedge fund manager, one of the effects of 

purposive consciousness may be that the harder we look, the less we see. When you “chop off 

consideration of other loops of the loop structure,” says Bateson, you get ignorance.  
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Wisdom, then, “is recognition of and guidance by a knowledge of the total systemic creature,” 

i.e., “organism plus environment” (440). Within an ecological context, wisdom necessitates a 

conscious broadening of the perceptual field, an opening to the feedback loops from place. 

* 

Attempts to define consciousness are akin to digging a hole in soft sand—as you're 

pitching out one scoop, two slide in to fill its place. Nevertheless, I appreciate Carolyn 

Merchant’s perspectives on the topic. In Ecological Revolutions: Nature, Gender and Science in 

New England, she defines consciousness as the “totality of one’s thoughts, feelings, and 

impressions, [and] the awareness of one’s acts and volitions” (qtd. in Shutkin, 24). She states 

that “forms of consciousness” are the “modes by which societies know and explain the natural 

world, such as science, religion, and myth” (Shutkin 24). In philosophical jargon, this is known 

as epistemology. 

Over a century and a half ago, in 1838, Myra Eells and her husband—both 

missionaries—likely travelled through the town of Big Springs on their way west upon the 

Oregon trail. Between the cities of Lawrence and Topeka, U.S. Highway 40 coincides with the 

old trail and follows the curving summit of the landscape which divides two watersheds—the 

Kaw river to the north and the Wakarusa to the south (Buchanan 121). Shortly after crossing 

Shawnee County—the one immediately to the west of Douglas—the old Oregon trail cuts 

northward toward Nebraska and passes through the historic homeland of the Pawnee Indians. 

Though Mrs. Eells’ account is more abbreviated, less purple than that of reverend Herr, 

she glories in the landscape: “Moved camp at half past seven, ride seven hours without food for 

ourselves or animals; encamped on the Blue [river].  
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The scenery is so grand, together with the pleasant sun and burning prairie, that for a moment we 

almost forgot the land of our birth. Crossed Battle Creek; Mr. Walker almost sick” (68). 

Consecutive Sunday diary entries reveal a common mode of consciousness; 

May 20" —Sabbath. The weather pleasant and the scenery calculated to lead the mind up 

to nature ’s God. 

May 27" —Sabbath....We left the Platte at noon and rode on a broad plain between the 

most splendid bluffs until we came to where they appeared to meet.... The scenery grand. 

Opposite us a deep ravine, then a high bluff; the ravine filled with cedar.... The mountains 

on either side of us resemble a city covered with magnificent buildings. Husband and 

myself ride together; call to mind the many Sabbaths and sanctuary privileges we have 

enjoyed, but now they are not within our reach. We are not disposed to complain or 

wish ourselves back, though to be deprived of the means of grace in reality and 

imagination are different things (72). 

Deprived of the means of grace....The Eells longed for their culture, their community, 

their home in the east. Theology aside, what’s most intriguing, is to observe the direction in 

which consciousness is aimed, and what feedback loops, in Bateson’s terms, are minimized. 

Place makes an impression upon this couple; yet, at the same time, they discount it. It’s not the 

really real. 

Lulu Fuhr, who immigrated in 1885 at age nineteen, had a take which was both 

philosophical and pragmatic. It also hints at a sense of destiny. She saw pioneering as a 

“wilderness experience,” an encounter with wisdom modeled by the likes of Moses, Jesus and 

Paul. “The wilderness is the place to find God, and the city is the place to study the multitude; a 

knowledge of both makes master builders for the state and nation” (Stratton 33).  
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Katherine Elspeth Oliver recounts how her mother regularly read the Twenty-third Psalm 

to her and her siblings as they all sat on the porch and beheld sunset on the Kansas prairie: 

“...mother used to read to us the “Shepherd Psalm”... And as the last splendid promise, read in 

my mother’s calm reassured voice, was concluded, “Oh the sunset—see—the sunset!” someone 

would acclaim and its sudden glory sweeping through the kindled cloud portals seemed a visible 

affirmation of all that had moved our hearts and imaginations this day concerning the things of 

the Unseen” (Stratton 183). 

Forty years after the Eells, Horace Herr tried to make sense of his felt-experience of 

place—the “spell cast by nature”—and certain doctrinal understandings: “The pleasurable and 

impressive scenes of Nature affect us through our sentiments and feelings, rather than by means 

of the intellect. This is the secret of Nature’s power to produce in a sensitive soul the feeling of 

worship, without disclosing the true object of worship” (Herr 20). 

J 

The word “worship” derives from the Old English weorthscipe, a wedding of weorth 

[worthy] and scipe [ship] (Webster’s 9"). The familiar usages come to mind: veneration paid 

toward a supernatural “perceiving Entity”—what we see in the passages above; or, adulation 

directed at more earthy phenomena— “Oh the Sunset!” The Oxford English Dictionary suggests 

that to worship means “to regard or treat with honor or respect.” But what about “scipe?” What 

did the phrase “worthy ship” signify? 

The hefty Oxford source has little to say in this regard except that weorthscipe is specific 

to English. In the shorter OED, under the entry “ship,” there’s reference to the phrase “ship of 

State,” ie. “The State and its affairs regarded as being subject to adverse or changing 

circumstances, as a ship is to the weather.”  
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One has to wonder if there is some ancient, Celtic sea-going association—a worthy ship, that 

feminine vessel (a prairie schooner?) which encloses and bears its occupants along, which they 

tend, work their designs and—aided by sun and stars—attempt to steer through weather and 

waves. 

As industrious as they are in hunting and keeping the night watch, most North American 

owls—barn and burrowing owls are the exceptions—won’t lift a feather to build a nest (Lynch 

142). The forest owls, such as the barred, prefer hollow cavities in old growth trees or an 

abandoned crow or hawk’s nest (Johnsgard 44). The diminution of old growth forests in the 

south and southeast has likely squeezed the barred owl population in that region (Johnsgard 192). 

Owls generally mate in early winter. At the end of October, when the likelihood of 

finding a nest seemed slim, I started combing the web for ideas on nesting box design. “If I build 

2? it, maybe they will come...” Box sizes ranged from 13x13x15” to 19x19x24”. Most sources 

recommended that the boxes needed to be up by late summer or early fall so that the females 

could scope them out. Since I was already behind the curve, I decided to go all out and do a 

nesting box blitz. I'd make three of the jumbo boxes and distribute them at different points along 

the creek. I had one weekend to finish the task. I had no power tools to speak of. I had no idea 

how to anchor a 50Ib plywood box in a tree, let alone how to hoist it up eighteen to twenty feet in 

the first place. “Hey Dad, whadaya doin’ this weekend?” 

Owing to my father’s innate craftsmanship, my late grandfather’s tools and my expertise 

as a side man, two sheets of %” plywood turned into three gorgeous nesting boxes in the course 

of a day and a half. Slanting roofs overhung an 8x11 inch doorway. A sturdy osage orange 

branch served as an outside perch. On the inside-front surface, a ladder of ripped 2x4 would 

enable the young to climb to the nest’s opening.  
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The sun shown sweetly on that last weekend of October; the breeze was beneficent. Other 

than “Let’s clamp this edge,” or “19 % on the money,” there was little need for conversation. I 

and my dad fell into an unexpected smoothness, an efficient understanding five decades in the 

making. 

Two weeks later, November—the Coon Breeding Moon—was in true form when my 

friend, Jake Vail, came over to help me put up the boxes (Lassman 46). Rain threatened and the 

north wind was biting as we tied a rope to the first box and looked up at a tall, bitter-nut hickory 

standing at the border of the riparian timber and the yard. “We’ll be doin’ good to get one up,” I 

thought. Before I could say Julia Butterfly, Jake—known as “Limbwalker” when he worked in 

the trees of the Northwest—had donned his climbing harness, gone to the top of the ladder, and 

secured himself to the tree. In one or two throws, he managed to thread a coiled rope through the 

tree’s crotch which was six or eight feet overhead. We hauled and groaned, managing to get the 

box twenty feet off the ground. Jake, a lean six-footer, took on the grace of a dancer as he 

worked chains up and around the tree’s main bifurcation and through the eyebolts on the back of 

the box. From atop the ladder, I shouldered the box’s bottom. We jiggled, twisted and heaved to 

get all the slack out of the chains so that the box would hang true and would face away from the 

cold north. With yet a little grey light to spare, we got all the love nests suspended, each with a 

soft, inviting bed of mulch. 

“Give me a call when you get your first looker,” Jake said as he drove away. “You'll be 

the first to know, Limbwalker.” 

Saturday morning in early February... No owl sightings in weeks. Mirroring the 

economy, the over-built nesting boxes are vacant. I’ve gone to the creek with a portable CD 

player and a copy of “Voices of North American Owls” from Cornell University.  
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Several folks at the biological survey at the University of Kansas advised that I use some 

recorded calls to bring the owls to me. I could then follow their trajectory as they flew away, 

hopefully toward a nest. 

The morning is overcast and windless. Beneath two inches of ice, Spring Creek gurgles 

shyly, hinting toward an early thaw. I slide, half out of control, down the steep bank, balancing 

the CD player with one hand and grabbing hold of a young hackberry with the other. I come to a 

stop on a shelf of mud mid way to the creek bottom. Thumbing through the CD’s liner notes, 

I’m drawn to call #97—a male hoo-aw call. “This call may be used as a long distance contact 

between mates” (Voices 26). Guess this is as good as any. What if I’m attacked by a 

disappointed female? I turn the volume up to nine and punch the play button: hoo-hoo-Hoo- 

HOO-HOO-AW! This repeats three times. I wait. Not a movement anywhere; not even the 

sound of a deer mouse in retreat. Three more cycles of this, each one separated by the courteous 

whisper of the creek. After 15 minutes I climb back up the muddy slope—no needles in this 

haystack—and decide to take the dog for a run. 

Ten minutes later, cheerful lab in tow, I’m jogging north down Greenwood Valley road. 

A micro-fine mist is on the air, muffling our footfalls. After a half mile, just as we pass the line 

of timber which follows an eastern tributary of Spring Creek, I catch sight of a dark, mottled 

mass to the side and back of me. In the next eye-blink, not more than ten feet directly in front us, 

a barred owl treads the air, hangs suspended for an instant, and then flies west across Spring 

Creek and alights in a tree. We stare at one another for over a minute until it leaves the perch in 

a steep and silent dive. 

Nonplussed, I want to sit down on the road. I want to make a shrine but the lab will have 

none of it. Straining at the leash, his worship is the fading night-map of scents laid along the 

road’s border and in the detritus of last fall’s cornfield.  
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Centuries before there was an Oregon Trail or a Greenwood Valley Road, the Pawnee 

people inhabited the geographical center of the country, living in earth lodges during the spring 

planting and fall harvest seasons and following the bison herds from October to April and June to 

September (Blaine, Not Forgotten ix, Dawson 147). Little wonder that they referred to the trail 

as “The Great Medicine Road of the Whites” (Dawson 32). Beginning with French and 

American hunters and trappers at the beginning of the 17" century, and culminating in the gold 

rush and land grabs of the middle and late 1800s, some 2,000,000 people wore such deep ruts in 

the trail that they can still be seen to this day. Within the throng, writes Charles Dawson, in 

1912; 

could be found representatives of nearly every race and color...every belief and 

religion...every vocation or business, with every purpose; good men, bad men, soldiers of 

war, of peace, fortune, vice and crime,--all in company, hurrying, jostling, en route to 

their destination, measuring and computing life and all things relative to it by the 

ultimate realization of the object of their journey—ithe securing of riches. Human life 

was cheapened, for men with the promise of untold riches became abnormal in their 

sense of right and wrong....So, figuratively speaking, those who journeyed onward, lived 

in a hypnotic atmosphere of golden dreams. To them the rocks of the mountains were 

studded with gold and the streams pebbled with golden nuggets.... Little did they heed the 

stories that the returning unsuccessful fortune-seekers told them daily... (Dawson 30). 

This must have felt like déja vu for the Pawnee. Three hundred years earlier, the Spanish 

pursued their own version of manifest destiny and fortune seeking, pressing north from Mexico 

in search of the legendary Seven Cities of Cibola in the land of Quivira (Dawson 1).  
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I still remember the poem by Poe that I memorized back in sixth grade at Amelia Earhart 

Elementary: “But he grew old/ This knight so bold/ And o’er his heart a shadow/ Fell as he 

found/ No spot of ground/ That looked like Eldorado” (Poe). Of course there’s always hell to 

pay when the pipe dream goes “pop.” Esteban the Moor died in one of the early Spanish 

expeditions, reportedly while filling his pockets with riches, though this explanation seems 

calculated merely to save face (Dawson 2). Even so, the rumor incited Francisco Vasquez de 

Coronado. When he made the long journey and found out that the seven cities consisted of a few 

villages of “Indians” living contentedly with the land, he slaughtered some and tortured others 

into revealing another false location of the city of gold (Dawson 3, 4). This pattern continued as 

far north as Fort Riley, Kansas or Republic City, Nebraska where a large village, but no treasure, 

was found. The dejected Spanish worshipers made their way back south following an Indian 

trail along the Blue River—the same travelled by the Eells nearly 30 decades later (Dawson 3, 

4). 

“Down the Valley of the Shadow,/ ride, boldly ride,”/ the shade replied/ “If you seek for 

El Dorado” (Poe). 

Before the European occupation of this continent, the Pawnee—according to Dawson, 

those whom the Spanish deemed “Quivirans”—were numbered at ten to twenty thousand 

(Blaine, Not Forgotten ix). A series of treaties, from 1818, to 1833, to 1848 whittled away at the 

place with which the tribe had interacted for centuries (x). A treaty in 1857—the U.S. 

government made them an offer they couldn’t refuse—called for cession of their lands and 

removal to a reservation in Oklahoma (x). Heads of household were offered 160 acres and farm 

equipment in hopes that a non-monetary, communal culture could become “civilized” and “take 

up the plow” in an alien landscape (Blaine, Not Forgotten 21). This had a predictable result.  
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By 1875, the bison, stately overseer of the grassland and still a frequent source of sustenance for 

the Pawnee, was virtually gone. As disease and starvation decimated the tribes in the Oklahoma 

territory, revealing the failure of the assimilation project, pressure mounted to force tribal 

members onto allotments so that more reservation land could be opened to white settlement. 

According to Martha Blaine, a historian of the Pawnee, the Allotment Act (or Dawes Act) of 

1890 served to “consolidate the Indians and sell off their land” (Not Forgotten 36). In 1893, 

Grover Cleveland opened the acquired land to settlers, resulting in an influx of 100,000 persons, 

and referred to as the “biggest horse race in the world” (Not Forgotten 49). By 1900, the Pawnee 

population had dwindled to seven hundred (Not Forgotten 27). 

One people’s worship can be another’s hell. 

* 

In Some Things are Not Forgotten, Martha Blaine tells of her ancestor John Box, one of 

the few Pawnee who, after allotment, managed to do fairly well at farming. He and his wife 

Mary supported a growing family. John’s niece, Addie Troth-Yellow Calf related this story to 

Ms. Blain: 

John Box had one of the most beautiful farms on his allotment. There was a big 

house, barns, orchard, and vineyard. The house stood on a rise and commanded 

a beautiful view. One day a tornado came, and the family just had time to get down 

into the storm cellar....Everything was ruined: buildings down, the trees broken—all 

gone. When he saw this, John Box tore off his white man’s clothes except some 

underwear, and ran to the top of the hill while the family watched in fear. 

He stood on the hill and yelled and shouted and shook his fist at the sky....He 'd tried hard 

to follow the white man’s road and worked hard, hard. Now everything was gone.  
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When he came down the hill, he said he would never farm again and that he should 

not have tried to be like a white man. 

Addie never forgot and would vividly describe his standing on the rise 

against the sky, stripped, with his hair in braids blowing in the wind, shouting 

and gesturing wildly (Blaine 50). 

Merchant’s “forms of consciousness,” the “modes by which societies know and explain 

the natural world,” are what we could call cultural DNA. These “codes or constructs,” according 

to systems scholar Joanna Macy, serve as mental and cultural organizing principles (Macy 2008). 

They run the gamut from “the invisible hand of the market,” to “Matter is dead.” In the 

following diagram, Macy illustrates how these codes influence the making of the world: 
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Feedback Loop in a Mental or Cultural System (Macy 2008)  
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From the environment we receive sensory information, e.g., a massive triangle on the 

horizon, capped in white. The codes “mountain” and “mineral rights” come to one mind; “the 

Mother of our people” comes to another. We act or respond, shaping the world in accord with 

our coding—our software. 

It’s at the level of codes and constructs that wisdom is brought to bear. When errant or 

obsolete codes (Jesus reference to wineskins comes to mind) are jeopardizing the survival of a 

natural system (organism+environment), wisdom recalibrates and aims the attention to what is 

more worthy (Macy 2008). The codes shift and evolve. To the code of racial segregation, 

Memphis sanitation workers held up signs: “I am a Man.” To the post-World War II industrial 

chemical industry, hot to trot with all its unutilized toys, Rachel Carson spoke the code: 

interconnection. To four centuries of European invasion, acquisitiveness and sacrilege, John 

Box tore off his Anglo clothes and ran to the top of the mountain, embodying the anguished 

“No!” of this continent’s First Nation’s peoples. 

The capability of a natural system to adapt via code changing, be it in personal 

cosmology, social structure or preponderance of genotype, prompted Gregory Bateson’s most 

radical and enigmatic suggestion: that “mind” or “mental processes” are inherent in the 

workings of all natural systems, as opposed to a special attribute of the human species or an 

omniscient creator/sorter. Central to this understanding is that awareness, “the capacity to 

register and respond to information” or feedback, “is common to all mental systems” and does 

not depend upon “consciousness or self-consciousness” (though the latter are also examples of 

“mind”) (Charleton 48). The process of communicating or “relating between material parts” is, 

according to Bateson, what constitutes “mind,” whether it’s the relating between a pancreatic cell 

and the adrenal gland, a grey wolf and a bison, or that between a group of citizens sitting in front 

of bulldozers which are preparing to push a mountain top into a valley (Charlton 46).  
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If our “modes of consciousness” suggest that the really real resides in the supernatural, or 

22 2 && 2 €¢ 

if the misconceived unit of survival is “me,” “my clan,” “my species,” “my nation,” “the 

corporation,” efc., rather than “organism+environment,” then purposive consciousness will 

ignore the stream of intelligence issuing from the rest of the ecosystem. We then become half- 

witted: 

There is an ecology of bad ideas, just as there is an ecology of weeds, and it 

is characteristic of the system that basic error propagates itself. It branches out 

like a rooted parasite through the tissues of life, and everything gets into a rather 

peculiar mess....You forget that the eco-mental system called Lake Erie is part of 

your wider eco-mental system—and that if Lake Erie is driven insane, its insanity 

is incorporated into the larger system of your thought and experience” (Bateson 492). 

* 

In 2008, the third in a series of surveys investigating American religious identification 

was conducted by researchers Barry Kosmin and Ariela Keysar. Over 56,000 adults in the forty- 

eight contiguous states responded. The percentage of self-identified Christians declined from 

86.2 % in 1990 to 76% in 2008 (Keysar 1). Ninety percent of this decline occurred within the 

mainline protestant denominations (1). Catholicism declined sharply in the northeast but gained 

numbers in California, Texas and Florida as a result of Latino immigration (1). In the same 

period, religious Jews decreased by 13%; Muslims grew from 0.3% to 0.5% (2). Practitioners of 

eastern religions showed a slight decrease, while Mormons held their own (2). 

In addition to Muslims, the two categories showing the largest increase—nearly 

doubling—were non-denominational Christians, which rose from 5% of the population in 1990 

to 11.8% in 2008, and the self-identified “Nones,” who grew from 8.2% of the population in 

1990 to 15% in 2008.  
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It’s not a pretty sight when personal or societal codes undergo revision. For the individual 

human, the experience is the upheaval known as the dark night of the soul. For larger social 

systems, there’s a sense of widespread breakdown and chaos. In systems language, these events 

are termed “positive disintegration,” a potential step in the direction of self or societal 

reorganization and wholeness (Macy, Causality 216). The old codes no longer work, the new 

have not been formulated. “This movement,” says Joanna Macy, “represents a kind of dying” 

(216). 

In her book Savage Dreams, a collection of essays revolving around the western 

landscape, cultures, and the Nevada nuclear testing site, Rebecca Solnit notes and compares 

some of these massive cultural turning points: 

The Bible describes a few occasions when the cosmology of the world changed: 

the expulsion from paradise, the Deluge, the Resurrection. At these times, the 

covenant between human beings and their environment, their expectations, 

possibilities, and metaphysics were profoundly altered. The bomb was such 

an epochal event, both the consummation of Utopian fantasies of control of 

nature and their end... The understanding that everything is connected, 

which should have come as a vision of harmony, came as a nightmare 

of contamination instead...(Solnit 143-144). 

It’s not a given that re-organization and re-coding follow a period of positive 

disintegration. If the system ignores available feedback and responds to insanity and chaos by 

merely reinforcing outmoded mental and social codes—the government’s response to 9/11 

comes to mind—the system may spin out of control or collapse (Macy, Causality 98).  
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Whether the bomb resulted in an end to “utopian fantasies of control of nature” is 

arguable. And whether the reality of global climate disruption, species extinction and failed 

nation-states will open a crack for wisdom—it’s too early to tell. 
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“The Voice of All These Things” 

In her work among the Omaha people in the early 1880s, anthropologist and 

ethnographer Alice C. Fletcher had occasion to witness the Hako or Calumet ceremony, an 

extensive set of rituals, songs and prayers which took place over a period of five days. Wanting 

to record and preserve the ceremony in its entirety, she was directed by the Omabhas to a full- 

blooded Pawnee of the Chaui band named Tahirussawichi. This seventy year old elder held the 

title of Ku’rahus—"“a man of years, venerated for his knowledge and experience”—and had 

earlier delivered the Hako to the Omahas (Fletcher 14, 26). Assisted by the Pawnee translator 

James R. Murie and musical transcriptionist Edwin S. Tacy, Fletcher worked extensively with 

the Pawnee man and, in the course of four years, from 1898 to 1902, compiled the entire record 

of the Hako, including the description, translation and explanation of over twenty rituals, their 

accompanying sacred objects, and multiple songs (Fletcher 13-16). 

Tahirussawichi, who had never been east of the Mississippi, travelled to Washington in 

1898 to assist Fletcher in the work. He was introduced to the Capitol and the Library of 

Congress. According to Fletcher, these sites had little appeal to him. “I cannot live in a white 

man’s house of any kind. The sacred articles committed to my care must be kept in an earth 

lodge, and in order that I may fulfill my duties toward them and my people, I must live there 

also, so that as I sit I can stretch my hand and lay it on Mother Earth” (Fletcher 1). 

When taken to the Washington Monument, the old man carefully paced-off the 

dimensions of the monument’s base and noted the great height. When asked if he wished to take 

steps or an elevator to the top, he replied “I will not go up. The white man likes to pile up 

stones, and he may go to the top of them; I will not. I have ascended the mountains made by 

Tira’wa” (15).  
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Fletcher found the Pawnee Holy Man to be amiable, tenacious in memory and fond of a 

good joke, yet never forgetting the dignity of his calling. 

In his closing comments to Alice Fletcher, Tahirussawichi relates that in carefully 

conveying every detail of this ceremony, his “heart has gone out” to her in the same way that a 

“Father” labored and taught him many years earlier (278). The trust and good will displayed by 

this one of seven hundred survivors at the end of a brutal century is unbearably poignant: 

I have done what has never been done before, I have given you all the songs of 

this ceremony and explained them to you. I never thought that I, of all my people, 

should be the one to give this ancient ceremony to be preserved, and I wonder over 

it as 1 sit here.... 

When I think of all the people of my own tribe who have died in my lifetime and 

then of those in other tribes that have fallen by our hands, they are so many they 

make a vast cover over Mother Earth. I once walked with these prostrate forms. 

I did not fall but I passed on...until I am here today doing this thing, singing these 

sacred songs into that great pipe (the graphophone) and telling you of these ancient 

rites of my people. It must be that I have been preserved for this purpose, otherwise, 

I should be lying back there among the dead (Fletcher 278). 

* 

The expressed purpose of the Hako was as a prayer for the increase and safety of children 

and thus the long term prosperity of the people of the tribe. In addition, it served to establish a 

bond of friendship and peace with neighboring clans or tribes (Fletcher 3). Beyond the formal 

purposes, the Hako expanded trade through the mutual exchange of gifts between the 

participating groups (281). It also functioned to reinforce an epistemology or mode of 

consciousness grounded in the interrelationships of place.  
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The term Hako means “breathing mouth of wood,” a reference to the two feathered pipes 

or “stems” which are central to the rituals (Fletcher 17). More generally, it refers to all of the 

sacred articles used in the ceremony. According to Tahirussawichi, “everything speaks; so we 

say Hako—the voice of all these things” (Fletcher 18). 

The pipes used in the ceremony were made of ash and measured about one meter in 

length. The most prominent pipe, the “breathing mouth of wood with the dark moving feathers” 

was named Kawas after the golden eagle which soars close to the dwelling place of Tira 'wahut, 

and represented a “medium of communication” between the lower powers and humans (Fletcher 

38, 21). Linked with the sky, the Kawas pipe was painted blue; yet, the entire stem is seen as 

“female” and as “leader” (42). It’s associated with night, the moon, the northward direction and 

kindness and helpfulness (42). Attached to it were a fan of golden eagle feathers, a woodpecker 

head, the head and breast of a duck and, toward the center of the stem, the feathers of an owl. 

Each of these symbolized attributes or powers: Kawas was “consecrated to the powers” and 

represented the mother or the feminine principle; the woodpecker held favor with the “storm 

gods” and steered humans toward safety; the duck, at home in the air, on water and on land, was 

an “unerring guide;” the owl brought the power to stay alert and vigilant at night, “to be watchful 

against enemies while darkness is on the earth” (176). A red groove running the entire length of 

the pipe marked the path travelled by the spirits of the birds (Fletcher 20). Only a Ku rahus could 

handle this pipe. 

The other stem, painted green, symbolized the earth. The feathers on this stem were from 

an unconsecrated bird—a white eagle—and represented the male principle: father, warrior and 

defender. It was carried by the Ku rahus’ assistant and, in contrast to the feminine stem, was 

kept on the periphery of the circle of those gathered, so that it “could do no harm...rouse no 

contention, but would serve to protect and defend” (Fletcher 21).  
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An ear of white corn also figured prominently in the ceremony. This was called Atira 

and represented the generativity of mother earth. The tip of the ear was painted blue, 

representing the sky. Four blue lines descended from the tip, representing the paths by which the 

powers descended to assist humans (Fletcher 22). Other articles including gourd rattles, buffalo 

braids, plum sticks and sacred ointment made of deer and buffalo fat all held meaning related to 

how these entities behaved and functioned in the landscape and how they aided and sustained the 

people. A wild cat skin, used to wrap the stems and other sacred articles, conveyed the sense of 

accomplishing a task with clear intention, “quietly, tactfully and without arousing antagonism” 

(Fletcher 23). The sacred objects represented not only the powers to which the people appealed, 

but also the real and tangible “presence of the powers themselves” (Fletcher 23). 

The sacred articles and the Hako rituals and ceremony were prepared and presented by a 

group referred to as the “Fathers.” These 20-100 people were related to the person—the 

Father—who initiated the enactment of the ceremony; they were comparatively well-to-do and 

skilled members of the tribe. Those of the tribe or clan receiving the Hako—they could not be of 

the same clan or tribe as the Fathers—were referred to as the “Children,” the leader of which was 

called the “Son” (Fletcher 18). The Father and the Son were usually chiefs. In the Father group, 

other chiefs, priests, and doctors, in addition to the Ku rahus, attended to specific ceremonial 

duties. 

The first seven of the twenty rituals which constitute the Hako are preparatory in nature 

and are separated into three divisions. The first division, referred to as “initial rites,” begins by 

invoking the powers (24). In Pawnee cosmology, the great unseen power, Zira wa atius, cannot 

be approached or perceived by humans; therefore, it was the lesser powers, dwelling in the “great 

circle in the sky,” which served as mediators between humans and Tira’wa (27).  
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The first song addresses the “lesser” powers in the order of their creation. It begins, as do 

most of the songs, with an exclamation to take heed or “listen up,” to bring an attentive mind to 

something which is of great import. The first stanza honors and acknowledges the dwelling 

place of the mighty power, Zira’wa (29). The lesser powers are then given homage: 

It Hotoru, the winds from the four directions, the “breath of Tira wa” which give life, 

3% Shakaru, the power of the Sun, giving vitality and making things grow, 

It H'’Uraru, the power of bringing forth which belongs to earth, 

3% Toharu, the living covering of earth; all forms of vegetation, 

It Chaharu, the supernatural power of water, 

3% Kusharu, a consecrated and holy place; a contemplative space in which the human 

calls upon the powers and can keep the sacred objects. Here, new life will be given. 

IX Akaru, a dwelling place, 

Xt Keharu, an enclosure or lodge, the place where young are nurtured, 

3% Kataharu, the place where the sacred fire is to be kindled. (Fletcher 28-34) 

At this point, having thoroughly acknowledged the powers, the painstaking preparation of 

the stems, corn ear and other sacred articles takes place. This first ritual is then closed with the 

offering of smoke—a prayer to 7ira’wa (48). 

Here, it’s interesting to note the similarity between the Pawnee understanding of Tira’wa 

and the god-idea in the tradition of Reverend Herr and Myra Eells. The ultimate creative power 

1s inaccessible except by means of mediating presences. In the Judeo-Christian tradition, the 

mediators are the prophets, the revealed text and, in the New Testament, the Messiah and the 

Holy Spirit (In some traditions, the Church hierarchy also serves a mediating function). For the 

Pawnee, the mediating powers are within the landscape, atmosphere and sky—the Place. In 

terms of aiming attention, this represents a world of difference.  
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The second ritual in the first division of the Hako prefigures the journey to the Son’s 

village and invokes the leadership and guidance of Mother Corn in finding and indentifying the 

Son. Those gathered meditate deeply upon this decision, attempting to become “united as one 

spirit” (52). Once the decision is made, the company imaginatively follows the spirit of Mother 

Corn who “opens the way” to the village of the Son and who touches the Son in a dream, 

preparing him to receive the Fathers (54). Next, messengers are sent to the Son’s village. Along 

with the gift of tobacco, they bear the message, “Behold, your Father is coming!” (57) 

On the morning after the messengers return to the Father’s camp, the final ritual in this 

division readies the assembly for the journey to the Son’s camp and presents the Hako party 

members to the powers—particularly Mother Corn, who will lead the way. The sacred articles 

are also “vivified” by hanging them on a long pole and placing them at the mouth of the lodge so 

that “the wind of the dawn may breath upon” them and that the “first rays of the sun...may strike 

the objects and give them life” (58). The village stirs with much packing and food preparation. 

The songs and rituals of the second division involve the journey itself and serve to re- 

mind the travelers of the Hako’s purpose and, at the same time, to honor the voices of the 

landscape. “We speak of this path as devious, not merely because we must go over hills and 

through valleys...to reach the land of the Son, but because we are thinking of the way by which 

through the Hako, we can make a man who is not of our blood a Son; a way which has come 

down to us from our far-away ancestors like a winding path” (69). “The journey we are taking is 

for a sacred purpose, and as we are led by the supernatural power in Mother Corn we must 

address with song every object we meet, because 7ira’wa is in all things. ” “Everything we come 

to as we travel can give us help, and send help by us to the Children” (73). Songs are addressed 

to trees and streams. Particular reverence is paid toward water.  
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When the party passes through water, they are not to dry themselves with their hands, but are to 

let the Winds dry them. Made mindful of the wind, they offer songs to it. 

Tahirussawichi relates several songs which were sung when bison trails or an actual herd 

were found. Sadly, he recalls in 1898 that: 

While we were traveling we sometimes saw a great cloud of dust rising in the distance. 

When we saw this cloud rolling up from the earth we knew it was caused by a herd of 

buffalo running away from us toward the land of the Children....We do not sing this song 

any more as we travel, for now there are no buffalo herds to be seen sending dust up 

to the sky as they run. We sing the song in the lodge of the Son, that we may remember 

the buffalo, and that our children may hear of them” (81). 

In the same way, songs were addressed to the mountains and mesas, particulars in the 

landscape of past ancestors. These too were later remembered in the Son’s lodge. 

In the rituals of the third division, the last of the preparation phase, the Hako party 

receives a greeting messenger sent from the Son; the party enters the village, crosses the 

threshold of the Son’s lodge and consecrates it. These actions are performed with great care, 

invoking the powers of the four directions, Mother Corn, and all those represented in the sacred 

articles that rest in their hallowed place in the lodge. A chief from the Fathers clothes the Son in 

an embroidered shirt, leggings and moccasins and wraps him in a bison robe (101). As directed 

by a priest, the Son offers tobacco to the powers of all directions. The space is thus prepared for 

the five day ceremony which will commence the following morning. 

* 

Day one begins with the Son’s messengers announcing throughout the village that the 

Hako party has arrived. Dressed to the nines, Children make their way to the Son’s lodge, many 

bearing gifts for the Fathers (105).  
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Upon entering the lodge from the east, the Children place any gifts west of the fireplace located 

at the center of the room and then take their place on the south side of the circle. On the circle’s 

west side, the Ku rahus, three assistants and the Father sit facing the sacred articles. When all 

are assembled, the Father opens the Hako by acknowledging that Mother Corn has guided the 

Hako party to the Son’s village. He asks the people to assist in creating an atmosphere of 

reverence so that the ancient rite of the Hako will fulfill its ends. Food is then brought in and 

placed east of the fireplace (106). Before the meal, the feathered stems are held high and borne 

around the room as songs honoring 7ira’wa atius are sung. The stems make four circuits, 

bringing to mind the powers of the four directions. When the stems are laid back in their place 

upon the wildcat skin, the carriers simulate the motions of an eagle as it approaches the nest, the 

place where the young are nurtured. The stem is brought low, nearly alighting on the nest, and 

then raised high again before circling and finally landing. At this point, the Fathers serve food to 

the Children who, when they are finished, retire to their homes to rest. The Fathers are then able 

to eat (113-117). 

After sunset, the fire is stoked and the Children return to the lodge for the final ritual of 

the day—a summoning of visions and dreams which are associated with the birds represented on 

the stems. Songs of entreaty are sung as the stems again circle about the room. “The spirits of 

the birds join our spirits in this call to the visions” (119). The visions are visualized as 

descending from their dwelling place above, entering the eastward opening of the lodge, and 

touching the Children, “giving them dreams which will bring them health, strength, happiness 

and all good things” (121). The visions then depart, ascending to their “abode in the sky” (122). 

The Children retire to their homes, anticipating the dreams which are borne by the visions and 

the feathered members of the Hako. 
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The second day of the ceremony invokes the Male element. At the first hint of dawn, the 

Ku’rahus, his assistant and the Father, take up the Hako objects and sing a hymn which “speaks 

of the mysterious and powerful act of 7ira’wa atius in the birth of the Dawn” (123). The first 

stanza asks Mother Earth to awaken, “that she may receive the breath of the new day” (124). 

The next stanza is addressed to Kawas, the eagle who soars amongst the lower powers and is 

their representative: “Arise, Stir!” Within the lodge, Kawas then relates, via the Ku’rahus, the 

meaning of the signs in the east: “7ira’wa atius...moves upon Darkness, the Night, and causes 

her to bring forth the Dawn. It is the breath of the new-born Dawn, the child of Night and 

Tira’wa atius, which is felt by all the powers and all things above and below and which gives 

them life for the new day” (126). The remaining stanzas invite the Son to awake and to join the 

Hako team in welcoming the Dawn. 

As the Dawn fades, the Hako group praises the coming of day and bids the children to 

awake. Messengers from the Son’s village rouse the Children so that they may be present in the 

lodge before the sun is above the horizon (129-133). The first rays of the Sun which had “not yet 

spent their force,” were seen as virile and fresh—“like a young man.” To receive them, 

therefore, was to be imbued with the power of Father Sun, which makes all things grow (134- 

136). 

Following this first verse of the chant to the Sun, food is distributed, first to the Children, 

then to the Fathers. 

Throughout the day, the apparent movement of the Sun is carefully tracked by following 

the course of a bright spot made as the sun’s rays pass through a hole in the top of the lodge. 

Successive verses of a chant, accompanied by a circuit of the feathered stems, follow this 

progression, ending with the recognition that the sun ray has “gone back to the place whence it 

came” and the thanking of Father Sun (140).  
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The songs of the second night recount how the vision of the Hako came to and was 

passed on by the ancients, thus serving to strengthening the link of the people with their 

ancestors and the wisdom of the past (148). Once again, the people are reminded to attend to the 

dreams which are brought by the birds. One song delves further into Pawnee cosmology and 

describes “Katasha,” the place where the visions dwell. Katasha is located in the sky, just below 

“the dwelling place of the lesser powers, so they can summon any vision they wish to send to us” 

(155). As day approaches, visions return to their source in the sky. 

One night song is sung when the Pleiades appear in the sky. The story is related how a 

man on a journey became lost, travelling long but always returning to his starting place at night 

(152). In a vision, he was told that Tira’'wa made these seven stars, called Chaka, to follow a 

path from east to west. The man was then able to find his way home. 

Look as they rise, up rise 

Over the line where sky meets the earth; 

Pleiades! 

Lo! They ascending, come to guide us, 

Leading us safely, keeping us one; 

Pleiades, 

Us teach to be, like you, united. (Fletcher 330) 

The third day of the Hako is devoted to the female element—Mother Earth. As with the 

previous day, Dawn is anticipated and honored. The morning meal has been prepared by the 

children and features corn which has been coarsely ground in wooden bowls, in the manner of 

the ancestors, and then boiled. The Ku 'rahus takes bits of the food and reverentially offers it 

toward the four directions.  
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Several bowls are then passed among the people. Reminiscent of some Eucharistic practices, two 

or more persons take from the same bowl, leave the spoons in the bowl, and pass the food on to 

the next group on the left (Fletcher 161). 

An initial song brings Tira’'wa atius to mind—the great unseen power from whom the 

lesser powers, including Mother Earth, come. The Hako articles are then taken up and carried 

about the lodge through eight stanzas of the song of Mother Earth. The verses are arranged in a 

call-and-response sequence in which the Hako party sings one verse which is then mirrored by 

the Children: “Behold! Here lies Mother Earth, for a truth she lies here to bring forth, and we 

give thanks that it is so” (164). The verses proceed through specific Earth expressions: 

cultivated fields, forests and trees, and rivers. Closing this song is an offering of smoke—a 

prayer—from the Kawas stem. A bowl is placed on the stem by a priest, offered to Zira’ wa to 

smoke, and is passed to the Son. The stem then travels among all the men, women and children 

of the Son’s village which are present. 

Songs of the birds then follow, the first being “The song of the bird’s nest”. This song 

tells how a man “whose mind was open to the teaching of the powers” was walking on the prairie 

when he nearly stepped on a nest hidden in the grass. He observed the hatching of a chick and 

the careful tending of the parent birds. “Ah! if my people would only learn of the birds and, like 

them, care for their young and provide for their future, homes would be full and happy, and our 

tribe be strong and prosperous” (170). 

The “Song of the Wren” praises the mighty voice which comes from the petite little 

bird—“even the most insignificant can have a song of thanks” says the teaching (172).  
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Subsequent songs relate the how the woodpecker gained prominence over the turkey and 

came to preside over the path travelled by the Hako powers; how the green-necked duck and owl 

came to a man in a vision and told of their respective powers—that of guiding the children along 

the varied paths of earth, water and air and that of night-time wakefulness (173-176). The “Song 

of the Birds” closes with a final call-and-response of thankfulness. 

On the third night, the rituals and songs recount how the visions of ancients came to 

make up the ceremony of the Hako. The blessings of the Hako are remembered; the continuing 

presence and insight of the visions is invoked. While the feathered stems are waved overhead, 

the stanzas of the evening song speak of the approach, the arrival, the hovering and finally, the 

return of the visions to their dwelling place (183). 

The fourth day of the Hako begins quite differently than the rest. There are no morning 

rituals. Instead, the Father group is busy unpacking a multitude of gifts for the Children and 

preparing the final meal to be served to the Children at noon. After serving the meal and piling 

up the gifts, the Fathers leave the lodge and allow the Children to disperse the gifts as they see 

fit. Later, when the Children have returned to their homes, the Fathers ready the lodge for the for 

the final night ceremony and prepare for the culmination on day five. 

» 

At sunset, the fourth night of the Hako, the Fathers call the Children to the lodge. More 

than ever, the lodge now takes on the symbolism of a nest—the place where young are nurtured 

and tended. The fourth night is a summation of the previous movements and symbolism of the 

Hako. Fours sets of four circuits—a figure signifying completeness—are completed within the 

lodge, with the number four, as always, representing the four directions or paths by which the 

lesser powers come to the human (201).  
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As introduction to the sixteen circuits, an opening song builds the imagery of a huge 

flock of birds, modulating, rising and falling, and making a sound “like distant thunder” (185). 

This represents the Hako promise fulfilled—the people, prosperous with children, at peace on 

and with the land. Kawas, the mother eagle, is said to separate from the flock and fly toward the 

lodge of the Son—her nest. This song ends with the raucous commotion of a gathering flock, 

presaging the morning of the fifth day when people will come from all points in the village, 

bringing gifts for the Fathers (187). 

The first set of four circuits, with their accompanying songs, brings forward Mother 

Corn, the generative power of Earth which led the Fathers to the Children. “Eru! H’Atira!”— 

Reverence! Life-giving breath of the Mother! “The kernel is planted within Mother Earth and 

she brings forth the ear of corn, even as children are begotten and born of women” (190). 

The second set of four circuits focuses on the powers represented on the feathered stems. 

Firstly, the green stem with the white eagle feathers is acknowledged, assuring the Children 

protection and admonishing the men of the tribe toward bravery and vigilance. The more 

prominent Kawas stem is then envisaged. She flies toward the nest of the Children, hovering 

over it, bringing the fulfillment of the Hako (194). 

The third circuit begins with a song by the Fathers which is an exclamation of joy at 

being led to the Son. The Children respond with gratitude. The final song is a chant in praise of 

Tira'wa. It’s accompanied by a story which has been passed down through the ages by the 

Ku’rahus. “Long ago,” it starts, “a Ku rahus went with a Hako party to a distant tribe to make a 

Son. On the last night of the ceremony he said to the people: “Children, there is a power above 

which knows all things, all that is coming to pass. I do not know what will happen, but I hope 

good will come to you. I have prayed that long life and children and plenty may be given to you, 

but I know not if my prayers are heard or if they will be answered” (198).  
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The story relates that the same man took the Hako to the same tribe two more times. On the 

fourth visit, the Ku rahus was quite old. He observed the presence of many adults that he had 

once held as babies: “I see that your people have prospered and now I know that my prayers for 

you when I first came with the Hako have been answered. I know and am sure that the great 

power to which I prayed hears and answers the prayers of a man” (198). 

In the last four circuits, the ceremony comes full circle. The final two songs are the 

songs that were sung in the preparatory ritual when the Hako stems were being prepared (before 

the journey to the Son). Once again, the lower powers are brought to mind. 

“Four times four represents completeness. Now all the forces above and below, male and 

female, have been remembered and called upon to be with us in the sacred ceremonies which 

will take place at the dawn” (201). Tired, but full of anticipation, the Children go back to their 

homes for the remainder of the night. 

At dawn, on the final day of the ceremony, the Ku ’rahus and assistants take up the sacred 

articles and lead the Fathers out of the lodge, announcing that the Father is seeking the Child 

(201). The child in question is usually a child of the Son. As the party approaches the Son’s own 

lodge, messengers—one representing the white eagle and one representing Kawas, the brown 

eagle—are sent ahead. Each touches the shoulder of the child, signifying the coming of the 

Hako and the favor of 7ira’'wa. When the rest of the Hako party arrives, they repeat the same 

song which was sung four days earlier when the Fathers arrived at the Son’s village: “My own 

child, my offspring is here!” (91). 

The Ku’rahus removes the corn ear from the wildcat skin and ceremonially moves it 

toward the child. He first touches the child’s forehead with the corn, and then makes strokes 

with the corn down the child’s front, right, back and left sides, signifying the paths followed by 

the powers as they descend to humans.  
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The Ku’rahus touches the child “here and there” with Mother Corn, indicating that the 

generative power of earth is descending and spreading over the child (206). 

Wrapping the white feathered stem (male principle) within the feathers of the Kawas 

stem (female principle), the Ku rahus then performs the same motions, symbolizing the approach 

and touch of the powers embodied within the stems (206-209). “It is accomplished,” pronounces 

the final stanza in the song; “the child has been encompassed by the powers represented by the 

united stems—a promise of serution (209). 

The child is then carried from its home to the ceremonial lodge of the Son. What follows 

is an elaborate, anointing and adorning of the child with elements which further symbolize the 

specific powers of place. “Give heed!” young child, to the sustaining gift of water (216). An 

assistant of the Ku rahus brings a bowl of water, touches the child’s forehead and then makes 

wet lines upon the child’s face. The same sequence is performed with a bunch of grass 

(Toharu—the living covering of Mother Earth), an ointment of deer fat and red clay (a 

preparation signifying consecration, a necessary preliminary to what follows) and red paint 

(symbolizing the red clouds at dawn, the vigor of a new day) (216-232). 

Finally, blue paint—symbolizing the dwelling place of 7ira’wa atius—is applied in the 

same careful manner. The resulting symbol on the child’s face is that of an arch which spans the 

forehead and extends down each cheek. This represents the dome of the sky. Running from the 

apex of the arch, down the center of the forehead and along the ridge of the nose is a line which 

~ represents “the breath of Zira’wa atius...giving life to the child” (233). This symbol actually 

represents the face of Zira'wa atius, applied to the face of the consecrated child (234). 

Following other symbolic adornments, a bowl of water, carefully collected from a running 

stream, is brought to the child and the child beholds her face, as in a mirror: “The running water 

symbolizes the passing on of generations, one following another.  
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The little child looks on the water and sees its own likeness, as it will see that likeness in its 

children and children’s children. The face of Tira ’wa atius is there also, giving promise that the 

life of the child shall go on, as the waters flow over the land” (241). 

In “Fulfillment Prefigured,” the Ku 'rahus draws four circles in the dirt of the lodge floor 

at each cardinal direction. These represent the nests of the future, guarded and protected by the 

four winds. While the Ku’rahus sketches these with his toe, the feathered stems are held 

overhead. “Although we are imitating the bird making its nest,” explains the Tahirussawichi, 

“there is another meaning to the action; we are thinking of 7ira’'wa making the world for the 

people to live in” (243). The consecrated child is then placed on a robe and is carried around the 

lodge. At each direction, a chief who accompanies the Ku rahus reaches beneath the robe and 

drops an oriole’s nest which contains fat (a representation of abundance) and tobacco. The child 

places her feet upon the nest. This signifies the laying of eggs and “promised security to the new 

life” (244-245). “The entire act means that the clan or tribe of the Son shall increase, that there 

shall be peace and security, and that the land shall be covered with fatness” (245). 

At the close of the nest ritual, the Ku 'rahus places sweet grass and consecrated fat on a 

bed of hot coals. As smoke rises to 7ira’wa, the priest places his hands in the smoke and rubs 

them on the child’s head, shoulders, arms and legs. He then extends the invitation for any child 

to come forward and receive the blessing of smoke (246). 

Following a dance of thanks and the presentation of gifts to the Fathers from the 

Children, the Hako ceremony is brought to a close. The Hako party stands before the 

consecrated child and sings a final song. Throughout the song, members of the Hako group 

gesture toward the child with the sacred articles—Mother Corn and the feathered stems (258). 

They make the motions of an eagle approaching a nest and then touch the child’s forehead and 

the sides of her body.  
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This is done from all four directions and always in a descending motion, “following the breath 

line drawn on the face of the child” (259). 

When the song is finished, the Ku rahus wraps the white feathered stem in the Kawas 

stem and again approaches and touches the child from all four directions. He then lays the 

Kawas stem on the child’s left and the white eagle stem on its right. A chief from the Hako party 

kneels in front of the child and gently wipes the blue and red paint from the child’s face with the 

right leg of the wildcat skin. He then spreads the skin and places upon it the corn, stems and 

various rattles that have been used in the ceremony. Rolling the skin in a bundle, he speaks to 

the child, relating the good which will come through the Hako. He then places the bundle in the 

child’s arms and they walk to the child’s father—the Son—who takes the articles into his care. 

The leader of the Father’s party, the Ku rahus and other Hako members, warmly greet the Son 

and then go on to greet other prominent members of the Son’s party. After the Fathers take their 

seat again on the north side of the lodge, the Children invite the Fathers to divvy up the ponies 

which wait outside. Once these and other gifts are distributed, the Fathers retire to their camp to 

eat, rest and prepare for departure on the following day. 

* 

As he sang the last song of the Hako ceremony to Alice Fletcher, Tahirussawichi, 

showed his characteristic equanimity: 

As 1 sing this song here with you I can not help shedding tears. I have 

never sung it before except as I stood looking upon the little child and 

praying for it in my heart. There is no little child here, but you are here 

writing all these things down that they may not be lost and that our child- 

ren may know what their fathers believed and practiced in this ceremony.  
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So, as I sing, I am calling to Tira’wa atius to send down his breath upon 

you, to give you strength and long life. I am praying for you with all my 

spirit (Fletcher 258). 
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Abductable Toes and the Invisible 

On the evening of the 2009 NCAA basketball championship, sportscaster Seth Davis 

forecasted a “financial and spiritual 1ift” for the host city of Detroit (News Hour). 

By such measure, the Indianapolis 500 and the Kentucky Derby must be equally 

uplifting. 

The word “spirit” and its derivatives have passed through the same post-modern meat 

grinder as “wisdom.” In the Oxford English Dictionary there are no less than 24 entries for the 

word, each with one or several sub-entries—a total of four-plus oversized pages. 

Originating from the Latin Spiritus, the noun refers to breathing, breath and air. The verb 

form spirare means “to breath.” The first entry takes us down a familiar road: “The animating or 

vital principle in man and animals; that which gives life to the physical organism, in contrast to 

its purely material elements;” “being or intelligence conceived as distinct from or independent 

of anything physical or material.” “Soul” appears next, followed by “supernatural, incorporeal 

rational being,” and “essence...of the Deity.” Entry seven refers to a particular emotional state 

or “frame of mind...as operating on or in persons,” e.g., “a spirit of fear pervaded the gathering.” 

Two final entries veer a little further from notions of the supernatural: “The essential character, 

nature, or qualities of something; that which constitutes the pervading or tempering principle of 

anything;” and “a subtle or intangible element or principle in material things.” The former of 

these two definitions seem to apply to the Pawnee understanding of mother corn and the owl. 

After 1800, this particular use of the word “spirit” was commonly linked to place, i.e., the “spirit 

of place,” (L. genius loci—the genius of place) (OED). Here we seem to have an interesting 

semantic mutation occurring at the dawn of the century of Darwin and William Bateson, 

Gregory’s father.  
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The word “genius” bears associations which, at first glance appear dissimilar: from “an 

attendant spirit of a person or place” to our more modern conception of mind—*“extraordinary 

intellectual power especially as manifested in creative activity” (Webster's o™). However, in the 

context of Bateson’s notion of “mind,” they may be closer together than we think. Notably, the 

Latin root of “genius” is not the least bit immaterial or incorporeal, but rather the very stuff of 

“relating between” (Charleton 46). The words “genius” and “genital” both arise from the Latin 

verb gignere which means “to beget” (Webster's 9™). 

&* 

February 11, 2009....It’s been nearly a week since Harry, or one of his kin, showed his 

out-stretched, genius self during that misty morning jog. After a moderate rain in the morning, 

the cloud cover dispersed and cast fast moving shadows on the winter landscape. Now, in late 

afternoon, it’s cold and breezy under a clear sky. I’m tromping around in the vicinity of the most 

recent sightings, the spot where a petroleum line passes underneath Spring Creek and where 1 

found the crayfish pellet. Chickadees, titmice and hairy woodpeckers are busy with their 

percussive foraging; a fox squirrel whittles audibly at a black walnut husk. No signs though, of 

an owl. With dusk falling, I head up the Greenwood Valley road toward the house. 

As I’ve done nearly every evening for several months, I make a round beneath the nesting 

boxes, hoping to see some evidence of strigidae. This always feels like a risk. A too-obtrusive 

human presence during incubation can drive an owl from a nest. Passing under a large walnut 

tree with a perfect, horizontal perch, I see a blot of whitewash directly beneath the limb. Close 

by, there’s a large grey pellet, still wet, with the leg bones and mandible of a large rodent 

sticking out every which way. I stash the treasure in a zip-lock bag, a little more encouraged that 

the owls might be taking a liking to the real estate.  
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After I wash up, readying to prepare supper, I take one more look at the nesting box from 

an upstairs window. At that moment, a huge barred owl lands on the perch of the box and climbs 

into it. Once inside, she pokes her head out, surveying up, down and all around, as if to see if a 

predator has the place staked-out. For once, it is I who yell to Shirley to come upstairs and view 

the event. After several minutes, the big girl exits the box and descends to the flyway of the 

creek bed. 

Later that night, about 10:00 p.m., I head out to the deck with the binoculars to take one 

more peek. I have no idea if Big Girl is nesting or just curious. A muted duet comes from the 

direction of the box. The tone is much tenderer than the usual caterwauling. On a limb below 

the box, in the blue light of a just-past-full moon, I can vaguely make out the swaying forms of 

two owl-shaped figures, the white of their breasts reflecting like silver. 

* 

February 12, 2009...It’s Darwin’s 200™ birthday and the 150" anniversary of the 

publication of The Origin of Species. Coincidentally, it’s also Abraham Lincoln’s 200" 

birthday. Author David Quammen and cell biologist Ken Miller are the guests for the final five 

minutes of the PBS News Hour. After some preliminary discussion about Darwin’s life and a 

brief summary of Origin, the conversation inevitably comes around to the disagreements and 

controversies over the issue of evolution. I like both of these people. I lean closer to the TV set, 

hoping to hear some nuance, a fresh code which might take hold and move beyond the material 

vs. spiritual divide. “A lot of people don’t like what they think it [evolution] is telling them,” 

says Miller—stating the obvious. Quammen went on to describe Darwin’s “discovery” as “dark 

and materialistic....It [challenges] humans’ semi-divine identity,” he said (News Hour).  
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While I'm grateful to be relieved of the burden of a semi-divine identity, the dualistic 

codes remain unchallenged and, I suspect, have even been reinforced. 

No emancipation this evening. 

I can’t help but be intrigued by the similarity between Bateson’s notion of mind, i.e., the 

“relating between material parts,” and the final two senses of the word spirit: the genius loci or 

“spirit of place;” and “a subtle or intangible element or principle in material things”(Charleton 

46, OED). I'd go so far as to say that these notions of “mind” and “spirit” are synonymous. 

What occurs on either end of a gaze between Harry and me, or a mother and a baby is 

invisible and mysterious—intangible. Yet, the power and substance of this unquantifiable 

connection is of such magnitude, that language has to strain beyond its capacity—“love,” 

“sacred,” “holy.” 

What and how a dynamic place begets, amongst the myriad relating-betweens and 

interactions of beings, elements and climates across time scales of millions and billions of years 

is even more subtle and intangible to we whose lives span eighty years. Our heavily noun-based 

language has difficulty naming such a multi-causal, mainly invisible dynamism of creativity 

(Lopez). That’s why we have such trouble shaking language that leans toward the supernatural 

and immaterial. The process may be “dark,” if by that we mean infinitely subtle or mysterious. 

And certainly, it involves “material.” Yet, it is inextricably spiritual and more intimate than we 

have been able to imagine from within the modes and codes of the modern and post-modern 

world views.  
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If humans were to fully grasp and celebrate the subtlety, wonder and power of relating- 

between—“mind”—we would begin to be able to see beyond the false choices of icy empiricism, 

intelligent design and anthropomorphic animism (a “life force” which inhabits material things 

onto which we project human qualities). 

On the last page of Origin, Darwin penned a sentence that, as a culture, we’re only 

beginning to integrate: “There is grandeur in this view of life” (Darwin 669). 

* 

In the six weeks following Darwin’s birthday, I observed only one occasion of an owl 

exiting the nesting box. There were several bouts of calling and caterwauling during this time. I 

even found a large pellet of crayfish remains beneath a perching site near the box. But I honestly 

couldn’t tell if we had a nesting pair of owls. Perhaps an owl was just hanging out, using the box 

for convenient shelter. Maybe this owl was a “floater,” a silent, non-paired individual that 

maintains a hard scrabble life at the margins of the territories of other barred pairs (Lynch 68). 

* 

The morning of March 24™ had that clean, scrubbed look that follows a night of 

thunderstorms. The first violets were out; blue-birds visited their cedar house at the edge of the 

garden and graced the air with bell-clear sonority. Walking to the garage, I glanced at the owl 

box and saw an odd protrusion in the doorway. Hurrying inside to the spotting scope, I saw Big 

Girl, her head and upper body forlornly hanging down the front of the box. “Helluva a night.” 

For the next two weeks I kept an eye and camera on the box in the hour before twilight. 

One evening, around 8:30, an owl landed on the perch of the nesting box, stayed for a few 

seconds, and then flew away. I took a few pictures, but the light was dim. When I downloaded 

these and enlarged the images, I could make out the head of an owl inside the box. Harry was 

feeding Big Girl—take, eat; this is Earth’s body.  



Bi Gil 
April 2009  
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From that moment on, I was sure that we had a nest. Given a thirty day incubation period and a 

similar time span before fledging, I estimated that we’d see owlets by the end of May (Johnsgard 

41). 

Throughout the rest of April, we observed frequent comings and goings in and around the 

nesting box. Typically, during incubation, the female seldom leaves the nest—she’s fed by the 

male (Johnsgard 41). So I was perplexed when I saw Big Girl doing most of the excursions. 

She’d land on the perch and enter the box, half her tail protruding. Eventually, the tail would 

disappear into the box; occasionally, I’d see a wing flash by the opening. She seemed to be 

tending to things, perhaps turning the eggs. 

On the first Tuesday of May, around sunset, I stepped out on the deck to throw out a pan 

of dishwater. Immediately, a large owl flew from the pine tree at the deck’s corner to a walnut 

tree beside the driveway—the same perch where I saw the barred owl after the bike wreck. 1 

figured this was Big Girl. She watched me for a while and then flew to the southwest across the 

road. Wanting to make sure I was differentiating the male and the female, I went inside and 

aimed the spotting scope at the nesting box. Instead of a large head, I saw two little heads 

swaying back and forth like cobras. These were not fuzzy faced hatchlings that look like 

toothless old men; though portions of the heads were grey and downy, the barring and facial 

discs were quite distinguishable. I guessed them to be about a month old—much more advanced 

than I had calculated. 

At dawn the next morning, Harry was in the yard hunting up a storm. As the day 

brightened, 1 saw the two owlets perched side by side in the doorway of the box. “They’re going 

to bolt any time now,” I thought. Things were happening way too fast. 

When I returned later in the day, both of the young were still in the doorway, but one was 

draped over the edge, limp as a dishrag. Both had their beaks open and were panting.  
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At over eighty degrees it was the hottest day we’d had. Revisiting the box after supper, I was 

startled to see only one owlet at the box’s entry. As I approached the box, Big Girl flew to a low 

hickory limb about forty feet from the nest. Below her, on the ground, I saw a flailing bundle of 

feathers and incoherent wings—the sight you glimpse in the rearview mirror when a bird collides 

with the car. The little one managed to right itself and began climbing the tree, ratcheting up the 

trunk with beak and claws. All the while, his wings spun like wind mills. When the owlet 

reached a stable branch, Big Girl flew to his side and tenderly preened his head and shoulders. 

We named this little guy “Flapper.” 

The fledging of the remaining chick was no more graceful. At 6:30 the following 

morning, Shirley reported that “Puff” was turning round and round in the door of the box and 

swaying from side to side—a behavior indicating alarm (Johnsgard 38). Who wouldn’t be 

nervous? The span between the box and the nearest limb must have seemed infinite. By the time 

I finished my morning exercise, the youngster had flown the coop. She was perched on a pencil- 

thin hickory twig about ten feet away from the box. The tightrope only got narrower as she 

inched further and further outward. Returning to the spotting scope after a shower, I saw Puff 

swinging back and forth in the breeze, suspended by a vine which ran beneath her neck. Her 

wings were ineffectively beating the air while her feet pedaled an invisible bicycle. “My God, 

she’s going to hang herself.” I left the house and hurried across the yard, unsure if I could get to 

her. She then loosed herself and fell out of sight. Big Girl, who had been hunting in the yard, 

flew to an overlooking tree, assuring that things were as they should be. 

* 

For the past three mornings, with the ground saturated by heavy rains, earth worms have 

been exiting their flooded chambers and have come in droves to the surface for air. My new 

routine, when I awake, is to put on my glasses and grab the binoculars.  
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In the far reaches of the yard, I'll see Harry gliding, pouncing and then flying to a low limb from 

which he can survey the landscape. Big Girl is usually closer to the house. She snaps her head 

toward a sound, stares for a few seconds, then hops and lands beak first in the moist ground. She 

then lifts off and settles on the chain link fence, reeling a worm into her mouth. 

An owl’s manner of grasping a fence rail or limb is unusual. Two toes on each foot face 

forward, while the other two toes face backward—a zygodactyl arrangement (Johnsgard 20). 

Most other birds have three toes forward and one toe backward (anisodactyl). 

Look at your right palm; spread your fingers and thumb widely apart. You have four 

forward facing toes and one backward. Imagine taking your little finger and swinging (or 

abducting) it outward so that it lies alongside your watch band and points up the arm. This is 

what owls can do with the outside toe. It enables them to distribute the weight of heavy prey 

equally toward the front and back of the foot, lessening the chance of dropping a hard earned 

meal (Johnsgard 20). 

Natural selection produced a zygodactyl foot that could drag a ground sloth into a cave. 

Though the poetry within the term “natural selection” needs considerable unpacking, the phrase 

reflects an understanding of the deep-time relating-between of members of the larger, interactive 

system. It is therefore, a reflection of wisdom. 

The word spirituality, if it is to have any functional meaning, should relate to the human 

intention to move toward wiser ways of being, i.e, the “recognition of and guidance by a 

knowledge” of the larger interactive system (Bateson 440). I want to suggest that efficacious 

spiritual practices will involve regular engagement with the genius loci—the mind(s) of Place, as 

well as the observation and inquiry into one’s own purposive consciousness—its habits, 

tendencies, uses and blind spots.  
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Bateson saw purposive consciousness as a small subset of the “more-than-conscious mind” 

(Charton 60, 63). To be properly informed requires a relaxation of “arrogance;” it requires a 

kind of intentionally fostered permeability toward the unconscious (Bateson 444). As a “remedy 

for the ills of conscious purpose,” he wrote, “we should lump together dreams, and the creativity 

of art, or the perception of art, and poetry and such things.... And I would include with these the 

best of religion” (Bateson 444). 

In this respect, the Pawnee Hako ceremony bears a spiritual and ecological sophistication 

with which—culturally—we are completely unfamiliar. Of course there are many notable 

countercultural exceptions: Joanna Macy’s Work That Reconnects, Matthew Fox’s Cosmic Mass 

and Creation Spirituality movement and the Bioregional movement to name but a few. With its 

rituals, songs and dances that celebrate and honor the whole range of floral, faunal, biotic, abiotic 

and cosmic “relating-betweens,” the Hako is nothing less than a cultural, ecological re-minding. 

One wonders how Tahirussawichi’s final prayer for Alice Fletcher and her cultural 

descendents might yet come to fruition some 110 years later. What forms of community, what 

wisdom-incubating structures, what art-full expressions might yet arise which can ground human 

individuals and communities in the primal relatedness of cosmos, earth and the bioregional 

locale? 

In the week following fledging, the youngsters—now referred to as “branchers”—graced 

us with a near constant presence (Lynch 181). During the daylight hours, we could find them 

dozing atop separate elms or walnuts within the confines of the yard. In the early evening, they 

became more active, hopping from one branch to another and exercising nascent wings. At dusk, 

Big Girl would show up with a mole, vole or small fox squirrel. Gripping both prey and branch, 

she would tear at the carcass while the little one curiously looked on.  
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When the owlet was satisfied, not reaching eagerly for the next bite, Big Girl took the remainder 

to the sibling. 

During this first week, we arose nearly every morning to find that the owlets, during the 

night, had gone to different trees. These were at some distance from the previous day’s perch. 

At this point, the branchers seemed far from adept at flying. How did they get there? 

On Saturday, the fourth day after Flapper left the nest, Shirley called me to the upstairs 

window: “Hey, get up here! Flapper just fell.” When I reached the window, Flapper had made 

his way to the base of a medium sized elm. There he was, levering himself up the trunk with 

beak and talons. I wondered if this might be the best opportunity I’d have to get a close look. I 

grabbed the camera, went outside and walked slowly toward the tree. Flapper had paused at eye 

level and was facing me as I approached. Big Girl, pestered by blue jays, alighted in a nearby 

tree, appearing calm but wary. I’d snap a picture or two and then move a few steps closer. At 

fifteen feet, I decided not to push the boundary any further. Flapper was unwavering. I could 

see the nostril openings in the upper third of his beak. Already, his legs appeared thick and 

powerful, his yellow toes and black claws intimidating. Except for occasional blinks, his gaze 

remained unbroken. I don’t know that I’d use the word spellbinding. Perhaps “silencing” is a 

better fit. 

Thursday, May 21....1 haven’t seen any of the owls in three days. With the wet spring, 

the elm, hickory and oak foliage is profuse, easily obscuring anything that doesn’t move. Each 

evening, we traipse around the yard, hoping to catch the flutter of a barred wing. 

On Monday evening, we arrived home following a weekend away. The dusk was still 

and barely illumined, the ground damp from a three inch rain on the Friday just passed.  
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We immediately took to the yard and looked for Harry, Big Girl, Flapper and Puff, stopping 

beneath all the favorite perching sites, craning our necks as we traced the branches in each tree 

crown. “I guess they’ve gone on,” Shirley said, as we completed the circuit. 

I was in the bedroom unpacking when Shirley rushed in from the deck: “I see one of 

them!” I followed her back outside and peered through the remaining twilight to the east edge of 

the yard. Dirty Harry sat on a walnut limb overlooking the brush pile. As we watched him, we 

caught sight of some movement just to the north. Puff or Flapper—we couldn’t tell which— 

perched not far from Harry’s tree. The young one’s head moved side to side and up and down, all 

the while keeping a bead on Dad. As we descended the steps to get a better view, Harry left the 

tree and headed east across the creek. In the next instant, Flapper or Puff deftly left his/her 

branch and flew a good sixty feet to where Harry had been. Bound in an impossible but 

emotionally irrefutable parenthood, we cheered. 

The youngster dropped from the branch and onto the brush pile, seeming surprised at his 

own competence and looking, for all the world, like he was at home in—and as—this place. 
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